THE 1993
GIVE-BUT-TAKE BUDGET
The Finance Minister gave with one
hand, he took back w·th the other
In analysing the 1993
budget, AMAR GILL
concludes that those who
expected the budget to
demonstrate the stated
commitment of the
government to create a
more caring society will be
disappointed. Others
concerned with social
equality, will find
disturbing the continued
shift towards taxes on
consumption.
he 1993 Budget can fairly
be described as a give-buttake budget. What the
Finance Minister gave with one
hand, he took back with the other.
Individuals may feel better off because of the one percent reduction
in individual tax rates. But their
disposable incomes are relatively
unchanged with the one percent
increase in forced EPF savings.
The budget gives individuals
increased wealth with higer EPF
contributions (both employers
and employees have to pay an
extra one percent), but it takes
away the effect of this added
wealth on retirement by making
individuals pay more now for
phone bills, real estate agents and
recreation clubs through extending the 5% service tax to cover
these items.

This give-but-take characterisation of the budget applies
·just as much from the point of
view of companies. While the corporate tax is reduced by I %-point,
and the 2% development tax is
abolished altogether (as announced in the previous budget),
companies will have to pay more
to the EPF accounts of ' their
workers
and
face
higher
telephone, telex and fax bills. The
net effect, according to a Price
Waterhouse tax expert, is that
profit-after-tax will in fact reduce
marginally for a model company.

Who is affected by
the budget?
"Squeeze those with bad
habits" is the clear message of the
Finance Minister. After increasing import duties on alcohol by up
to 150% in the last budget, this
year import duties were increased
a further 15% and excise duties
were increased 30% for both beer
and spirits. Excise duties on
tobacco were doubled, which
prompted cigarette companies to
increase immediately the price of
cigarettes by up to a third.

T

Food pricea . . rising at a wonying 7% a y...
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The increesed •lloc:Mion for education is commendable.

Though the increase in duties
is across the board for these items,
not all "sin-product" consumers
will feel the same pinch. An executive earning $3,000 a month
who smokes a packet a day spends
only 3% of his salary on the habit
and can laugh at a slight increase
in its price. An addicted one-packet-a-day smoker earning $700 a
month already spends about oneeighth of his salary on his addiction; his wife may well now be
seriously worried about what is
left to provide for the family what
with food prices rising at above
7% a year.
Middle-class and wealthy
house-buyers will also not be
pleased about the increase from
2% to 4% in the stamp duty for
property
transactions
above
$500,000. Many people will see
this as a kind of wealth tax imposed when they are seeking to
buy a nicer place to live.

Who gains?
The person happiest with the
budget will be the computer-freak
who enjoys sports and buys a lot
of gold. Duties for computer hardware and sports equipment have
been abolished, while the import
duty on gold is halved to 5%.
A total of 600 items will have
their import duties reduced by

more than 10% or completely
abolished. This benefits the
general public and is a commendable step by the government to
make a bold move toward encouraging international trade.

The sales and
service tax (SST)
The Minister announced that
an integrated Sales and Service
Tax is to be implemented. The
SST will standardise the sales and
service taxes that are imposed on
various goods and services. Businesses will get a tax credit if they
are selling to another business.
The ultimate customer will eventually have to bear the burden of
this tax; no company is going to
let its profit margin go down
simply because the Finance Minister introduces a new tax. The
details of the workings of this tax
is to be sorted out and the date of
implementation will be announced when prepamtions are ·
completed.
Effectively this is a ValueAdded-Tax (VAT) by another
name. But whyuseanothername?
Maybe it is because VAT has a
bad name -and that may in tum be
because VAT deserves a bad
name.
The trouble with VAT is that
it is regressive; that is, the burden
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of the tax falls harder on the poor.
The effect is similar to our example on cigarette smokers
above. The poor pay a much
larger portion of their salaries on
basic non-discretionary items.
When a fixed tax is imposed on
the purchase of these items, they
are hit much harder than the wealthy.
For now, the Sales and Service
Tax is not charged on all items.
Many basic items will not be affected. But even for some items
already included, the less wealthy
will feel a greater burden than the
well-off. For instance, the wealthy will hardly be concerned
about a higher telephone bill as a
result of the 5% service charge
that is now to be imposed, given
the small proportion of their total
income that this represents. On
the other hand, the Makcik in the
kampung who had access to a
phone will now have to be more
careful when she is paying for her
calls to her children working or
studying far away.
The SST will not be excessively regressive if imposed only on
the range of products that are currently covered by sales and service taxes. However, once the
government sets up the accounting infrastructure, it will be very
easy to extend this tax to all (or
most) products. That would be in
line with the general trend of the
last few budgets to move away
from direct taxes (income and
corporate taxes) towards indirect
taxes (sales and service taxes).
Anyone concerned with social
justice will deplore this general
shift in taxes. Individual taxes are
rightly structured so that the rich
pay proportionately more. When
these taxes are gradually replaced
with taxes on consumption (like
the SST), those who arc not able
to save much, as their incomes are
low, will in effect be forced to pay
more taxes in the form of
sales/service taxes. In order to ensure that the poor do not shoulder

an unfair tax burden, the scope of
items that are subject to sales or
service taxes should not be enlarged.

Fiscal measures to
control inflation
To date, the government has
attempted to control inflation
through monetary policy, i.e.
squeezing interest rates. However, this has proven to be not
very effective. Inflation was 4.4%
last year and the first half of this
year, but has risen to above 5%
since July. Not surprisingly, the
Finance Minister decided that fiscal measures were required as
well in order to keep inflation in
check.
Thus, a $300m fund is to be
established to provide loans at
preferential interest rates for
projects that will increase food
supply and thereby relieve food
price inflation. Import duties on
600 items are to be reduced which
should translate into lower prices
charged to the consumer. A National Wage Council is to be set

diture allocations by 8% which
will also reduce inflationary pressure.
The measures to reduce inflation are laudable. Higher inflation
erodes the buying power of those
on fixed income, like pensioners
and non-unionised workers. It can
also reduce the competitiveness
of our products compared with
items produced in countries with
lower inflation (if exchange rates
do not adjust to compensate) and
thus reduce foreign investment in
the country.

What are the
government's
priorities?

The Ministery of Education
gets the biggest allocation of all
the Ministries, taking up 19% of
the total allocated expenditure of
the government. The allocation is
higher than in the previous budget
to cater for 9,600 new teachers
and for other educational reform
programmes. Allocations are also
provided for a new campus for the
International Islamic
I
University,
a
feasibility study for a
medical faculty in
Kuantan and a new
university in Sarawak.
Education is the
key to improving
livelihoods of individuals and the increased allocation for
educatiion is to be
commended.
The computer user benefits "om the new budgel
up to provide guidelines and
monitor wage increases in the
private sector. The higer EPF contributions will reduce consumption expenditure, a source of
inflationary
pressure.
Bank
Negara will also issue bonds that
can be bought by the public in
relatively small amounts, thereby
also encouraging saving and
reducing
consumption. The
government is reducing its ex pen-

The second largest
allocation, which makes up 12%
of total government expenditure,
is to the Ministry of Defence. The
huge allocation is to finance the
replacement and modernisation of
military equipment, including the
purchase of new fighter aircraft.
The $5.1 billion allocated for
defence is double the $2.5 billion
allocated to the Ministry of
Health. The allocation for
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development expenditure for the
Ministry of Health of $550m is
about a quarter development allocation of $1.9 billion for
defence. Although having adequate security forces is vital, it is
questionable whether the security
needs of Malaysia are so great that
they require a much higher
priority than health.
Of greatest disappointment in
the budget, however, is that nothing new was announced for creating a more caring society. One
would have hoped that the
Finance Minister would have
provided greater assistance to
families that have persons with
special needs after the rather
limited gestures made in the previous budget. Instead, this budget
appeared to show that the Minister felt that the government need
not do any more for the needy.

Conclusion
For most individuals, the
budget did not change very much.
Those who buy gold, computer
equipment and sports goods
would be pleased with it. Smokers
and drinkers would have to pay
more for their habits.
Though government allocations are down as a whole, for
education it has quite justifiably
been increased. However, spending on defence continues to be
huge and can probably be
trimmed so that more funds can be
channelled toward health and
caring for those with special
needs.
Those who expected the
budget to demonstrate the stated
commitment of the government to
create a more caring society will
be disappointed. Others concerned with social equality, will
find disturbing the continued shift
towards taxes on consumption.
All in all, however, it was rather
uneventful give-but-take budget.

•

HORSIN' AROUND WITH
STRAWBERRIES AND CAVIAR
Anwar's Budget favours the wealthy
Table1

In this piece, ANIL
NETTO is of the view that
the 1993 Budget favours
the rich - not the poor and those well-connected.
nce
again,
Anwar's
Budget has displayed a
distinct bias in favour of
the rich and those who mingle in
high society. This bias seems to be
cleverly camouflaged with stock
phrases like "tax cuts for the
lower income group," "reduction
in import duties" and "forced
savings."
Let us talce a look at the reality
minus all the hype.

O

Reduction in income
tax rates
We will compare the impact of
the 1993 Budget income tax cuts
on three individuals, one with a
gross income of $20,000 per
annum (or $1667 per month),
another with a gross income of
$100,000 per annum (or $8,333
per month) and the third with a
gross income of $320,000 per
annum (or $26,667 per month).

GROSS
INCOME
PER ANNUM

TAX
TAX
LIABILITY LIABILITY
Y/A 1993
Y/A 1991

TAX
SAVING

$

$
875
18,480
93,385

$
194
1,625

20,000
100,000
320,000

1,069
20.105
96,850

3.465

Table2

Effect on Disposable
Income Tax Reduction V EPF Contribution

s

s

s

INCOME LEVEL (ANNUAL)

10,000

50,000

100,000

TAX REDUCTION

188

719

1.219

ADDmONAL EPF CONTRIBUTION

(200)

(500)

(1,000)

INCREASFJ(DECREASE)
IN DISPOSAL INCOME.

(11)

119

119
I

(see Table 1)

Just look at the tax savings as
gross income increases! An individual with a monthly salary of
$26,667 (or $320,000 per annum)
will save $3,465 in tax, which is.
18 times more than what the individual with a monthly salary of
$1,667 (or $20,000 per annum)
will save.
Although the tax rates for the
lower income brackets have been
slashed by two per cent while

$

More money tor horsin' eround.
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those at the top brackets have
been reduced by one per cent, the
impact in value terms clearly
favours the rich as their tax
savings will be much more.

Lower disposable
income
Much has been said about how
the increase in EPF rates will
result in forced savings. This, it is
said, will curb excessive spending
which is crucial in controlling inflation. However, a key factor in
determining the level of spending
is not the EPF rate by itself but
rather the amount of Uke-home
pay or disposable income. Let us
look at three married persons
(with two children each) who
have gross incomes of $20,000,
$50,000 and $100,000.
From the table, (see Table 2)
we can see that the person with
$20,000 gross income will actually find that his disposable income
has dropped by $12. But the guys
with a higher gross income (and
higher spending power) will be
jumping with joy when they find
that their disposable incomes
have gone up by $219. On second
thoughts, they won't be jumping
with joy because $219 to them
will be just like ' loose change'.

Table3

IMPORT DUTIES

*Pure bred breeding other than
race horses
*other horses
*Whips and riding-crops

•Horse shoes
•Spurs for horse riding boots
*Saddlery and harness for any
animals
items also have had their import
duties slashed.

Tax exemption on
bonds
Before the latest Budget, interest income from Government
security bonds and bonds (other
than convertible loan stock) issued by KLSE listed companies
were exempt from income tax.
The 1993 Budget proposes to
extend the tax exemption on inter-

Present Rate
5%

5%
5%
5%
5%

30%

More 'looee-dlang•' tor the upper middle dass.
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Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

est income to cover bonds issued
by all companies rated by Rating
Agency Malaysia Berhad.
We have stated before that
generally speaking, those in the
lower income group have no idea
what bonds are. This move to extend the tax exemption on interest
income from bonds will most certainly benefit only the rich including those awful ~pies with their
mobile phones. •

Trotting around in
style
I wonder if Anwar is still fond
of horse-riding after his almighty
fall some time back. Looking at
the list of 600-odd items which
had their import duties slashed,
one begins to wonder. There are
no less than six items relating to
horses! (ue Table 3)
Looks like we are going to see
more of the elite horsin' around
(albeit at a snail's pace).
And what better way to round
up a day's horse-riding than with
a meal of caviar followed by
strawberries. Both these luxury

Proposed Rate

REPORT

FOSTERING A CARING
CULTURE AND SOCIETY: The
Role and Contribution of the State
Members of Ali ran in Kuala Lumpur, Petaling Jaya and
the Klang Valley organized this forum on the concept of
'a caring society' on 3 and 4 October in Kuala Lumpur.
Ali ran President, Dr. Ariffin Omar gave an introductory
address and the forum was officially opened by Lee Lam
Thye. In the article below DESMOND MUZAFFAR
TATE presents an overview of the forum and some of its
conclusions.

Aim
s its title suggests, the main
purpose of the Forum was
to analyse the role of the
State, past and present, in fostering a caring society in order to see
to what extent that role has been
adequate in meeting that aim; to
consider the anter-relationship
bet ween the State and the general
public towards achieving the goal
of creating a caring society; and
to indicate the dirccttons in which
the Government, private organizations and interested individuals should move and work
together in order to achieve the
realization of such a society

Organization
and Content

A

Participation
Since the main theme of the
forum turned on the role of the
State in the fostering of a caring
society, every effort was made to
ensure that representatives of the
Government took part in the
proceedings as well as members
of non-governmental organizations and the general public with
an interest in the field. It is

caring society inevitably faJis
predominantly on the social welfare services provided by the State
and by non-governmental organizations, the concept of a
caring society embraces a much
wider section of the nation - a
point which emerged clearly
during the course of the forum •
and involves issues of education,
labour and even land use as much
as the services for the aged, sick
and disabled.

Aliran Pr•ldent Ariffin Om• at the
forum.

gratifying to note that there was a
positive response from the
Government Department most
closely concerned, namely the
Jabatan Kebajikan Masyarakat,
whose Deputy Director {Tuan
Haji Hitam bin Chik) presented a
paper, another paper being
presented by a member of his
Department.
It is also gratifying to note that
a number of former Government
servants and university lecturers
attended and participated in the
forum .
Apart from that, efforts were
made to cast the net as widely as
possible. For while the focus of a
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In order to cover as wide a
spectrum as possible of such a
broad and comprehensive theme,
the forum was broken up into
eight sessions spread over the two
days.
On the first day, the opening
session was basically concerned
with definitions, in terms of the
concept of a caring society in this
country in its historical setting
and of the main features of the
social welfare services provided
by the State at present. The
second session examined the concept of a caring society in practice
as renected by existing structures
and policies, perceived by members of two prominent social welfare organizations, while the third
looked at the concept in practice
as perceived by members of special groups who obviously fall
within the purview of a caring
society but are either less familiar
to the public eye or rarely thought
of in the context. The presentation

of papers from the former chairman of the Persatuan Orang Asli
Malaysia, from the coordinator of
Pink Triangle concerned with
AIDS work, and from a mother
who has organized her own group
for parents of children suffering
from Down's Syndrome indicates
the scope that was intended here.
The first day concluded with a
ession in which the concept of a
caring society was discussed from
the viewpoint of five of the main
religions followed in this country
- namely Theravada Buddhism,
Christianity, Hindusim, Islam and
Sikhism.
On the second day the focus
was more on organization and implementation of existing services,
followed by an attempt to relate
what was being done and what
could be done in relation to the
overall theme of creating national
unity.
The first session of the day
concentrated on the legal aspects
involved in fostering a caring
society, with particular attention
being paid to existing laws and to
what extent they cater for the
rights of the deprived and marginalized groups found in society.
This was followed by a session
which examined in some detail
the resources allocated or available in terms of finance and personnel for the institutions and
programmes currently being carried out by both the State and nonGovernment organizations and
the degree of cooperation that exists between them. The third session of the day discussed the
issues of organization and
management of social services
run by the State and by the NGOs
and the possibilities for improvement.
The fourth and final session of
the day aKempted to set the whole
issue of a caring society against
the national perspective of establishing a truly united country as
outlined in the vision for the year
2020.

Each session was led by a
panel of speakers who presented
brief papers on their respective
themes, followed by questions,
comments and discussion fron
members of the audience. These
post-paper discussions were as
lively as the papers themselves
and produced a number of
thought-provoking ideas and considerations.

Main conclusions
Despite the fact that the topics
covered by the various panels
covered a wide range and were at
times seemingly disparate, the
opinions expressed in the papers
and the points raised in the discussions that followed, produced a
clear consensus on a number of
issues.

Providing Care: A
Fundamental
Human Right
Perhaps the most basic point
which emerged is that the question of providing care in society
for those who need it is not a matter of charity or do-gooding, but a
fundamental human right. It was
noted that the concept of a caring
society is a tradition that goes
back to the roots of human society
itself and has always been present
in human communities. It was
also noted that we have inherited
a tradition of caring from our
colonial past and also from our
own traditional concepts in which
the emphasis in social welfare has
always been on the provision of
good works and charity by the
family and the community rather
than by the State, and to this extent the onus has always rested on
the initiative of private organizations and individuals and not the
State. However, since the Second
World War, and more particularly
since Merdeka the realization has
grown that caring for those in
need is a primary obligation of the
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State in its role as the protector of
society as a whole.
In examining the present role
of the State and its programmes
for the future, it was recognized to the surprise of some - that its
role has been substantial. However, it was the general consensus
that there is still an urgent need
for a far greater political will to be
shown by the State to initiate and
implement legislation to ensure
the rights of all groups, particularly specific groups such as the
Orang Asli who have special
needs arising out of their historical background and social evolution.

Toward Full
Participation
It was also generally agreed
that the thrust of measures to
foster a caring society and to help
those in need should not be merely remedial, but also preventive
and developmental. In other
words, it was felt that there is in
particular a need not merely to
provide facilities for the disabled
and the needy but also to take
positive action to integrate them
into society and as far as possible
make them active participants in
normal social life.
This in turn presupposes much
greater cooperation and mutual
understandinmg between all those
actively involved in the fostering
of a caring society. This includes
the State itself through its various
agencies - social welfare, education, labour, youth, etc. - voluntary
bodies,
commercial
organizations (i.e. in terms of the
provisions they can make to cater
for and integrate the needy),
families - as the nuclear element
in society, and the 'clients' themselves of the caring society - that
is, those who are in need of and
are the recipients of the services a
caring society provides.
Another important point
which gained general support was

that these 'clients' should be
given the opportunity to participate as far as they are able in
the planning and decision-making
process which, after all, affects
their own lives. This should be
done both as an affirmation of
their right to the services they
receive and as one of the best
means of ensuring that they take
part as much as possible in normal
social life.

More Needs and
Demands by 2020
In connection with resources,
it was the opinion of all concerned
that the existing facilities at the
disposal of the social services
were totally inadequate both for
the present, and even more so for
the forsecable future. This is particularly true with regard to the
existence of trained personnel and
the facilities for training of fresh
personnel for the future. It was
pointed. out that we arc living in a
society which, along with the rest
of the world, is undergoing a
process of r.tpid evolution and
change, and that in consequence
we are facing a future in which
social needs will be ever greater
and more complex.
This is very clearly implicit in
the kind of society envisioned in
the vision for the year 2020. The
emphasis in this vision is on industrialization and technological
advance, with a larger population,
a greater number of whom will be
living in urban communities.
Without proper planning and
programming for this vastly
larger and more complex society
and the social problems that will
inevitably evolve with it. the concept of fostering a caring society
will be doomed from the start, suffocated by inadequate means to
cope with increasing numbers and
demands.

Areas Where
Changes Are Needed
There was considerable discussion on the need for a substantially greater allocation of
resources by the government.
The figures of current allocations
made distressing listening.
It was agreed that the State
should take a greater initiative to
get through to and establish a
closer working relationship with
the various non-governmental
bodies involved, and should not
be content with the philosophy
that "we will help you, provided
that you approach us frrst".
At the same time, it was
agreed, there is also quite a lot that
these bodies can do to improve
their own performances and get
their act together. The failure of
these bodies to cooperate and .
coordinate with one another, let
alone with the Government, is
notorious, and efforts should be
made to overcome this problem.
However, opinions were a bit
divided as to how this could best
be done - i.e. through some
generally coordinating body
(which in fact exists) or by some
other means.
Another general weakness
nonfound
amongst
the
governmental organizations. it
was also agreed, is the tendency
for the old guard to remain in
power for life, with the resultant
stagnation of younger talent
below. Once again, the Forum
failed to find a consensus of
agreement on how this very
human (and Malaysian) problem
should be tackled.
Another area which was left
unresolved was the question of
how the State itself should best
stimulate and foster the activities
of the non-governmental sector,
financially and otherwise. One
suggestion was that the Government should "privatize" its own
role, as has been done in a number
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of other countries, by appointing
specific non-governmental organizations to be wholly responsible for providing the services
required in their own particular
fields and providing them with
sufficient funds to enable them to
do so.
But whether in the
Malaysian context our private social welfare bodies are yet ready
to undertake such a responsibility
remains an open question.
Without doubt, the Forum
was a very worthwhile exercise,
focussing on an area which is
central to the future happiness and
welfare of our national society
and which, more than any other
issue, cuts across affiliations of
ethnicity or religion - another
point brought out clearly by a
number of participants. To this
extent, the forum may be judged a
success, and indeed Aliran
received a very handsome compliment from Lee Lam Thye in his
opening address for its inititaive
in taking up the issue of a caring
society.
The forum was also successful
in terms of the quality of the
papers presented which were of a
high standard. So also was the
quality of the participation by
those who attended, people who
were both committed to the field
and who were also well-informed
and knowledgeable regarding the
issues being discussed.
The Forum was Jess successful, however, in attracting public
attention. Only about fifty people
turned up - though most stayed
throughout the two days - and
Press coverage was miserable. It
was a pity that the Forum, into the
organization of which much time
and effort went. and the input of
the participants of which was so
solid, did not command wider attention.
However, hopefully
there will be many readers of the
book, based on the papers
presented. which will be published next year. •

Wlst comes from th9 Nps f9aches the ear, what comes from the heart reaches the healt. • -Atab Proverb

HEART TO HEART

They Said My Honte Is 'Illegal'
A.n d They Demolishe-d It!
Sedar
iti Nagari stood by and
watched with fear and sadness as her home for the
past 11 years was pulled to the
ground. Her pleas had gone unheeded by government men who
arrived that afternoon accompanied by several police officers.
"Makchik, we have to
demolish this house. Please take
your belongings and come out."
"Please don' t damage my
house. It is the place where I pray
and find peace." Siti Nagari

S

have the required form." (What
form?)
Siti Nagari bt Haji Zainuddin,
aged 75, could do nothing else but
gather her few belongings and
step out of her dwelling whilst the
men used a winch and ropes to
pull down another home just because it was a 'squatter house'.
Her home at K.ampung Sungai
Mumi (Kampung Ampang Campuran) was demolished on 15 September 1992 by officers from the
Ulu Langat District and Land Office, who were
ied

Siti Nagari in front of her demolished home.

"I'm sorry but we have to do
our job."
"Will I be given an alternative
home?" Siti asked.
"That we don't know. I symphatize with you but I have to do
what I'm told. This house docs not

the Police.
Eleven years ago, Siti Nagari
was among the first few settlers
that arrived at this swampy and
forested area and filled up the
swamp and covered the garbage
before they built their small
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wooden houses. (It is said that
some parts required seven lorry
loads of sand before houses could
be erected on the land).
She made ends meet by working as a scavenger. Together with
others, she used to set out
everyday to the nearby garbage
dumps and go through the rubbish
picking out things like old
clothes, bottles and other items
that could be recycled and sold for
a measly sum.
Siti Nagari was not rich - she
could not afford a low cost house.
It was not by choice
that she stayed in this
squatter area. She was
-poor.
She was a mother
of fi~e - only four survived. Her children
had all grown up and
left to eke out a living
for themselves and
their own families.
Only one son,
Azwaz, stays at a nearby squatter home
which also serves as a
small sundry shop.
Azwaz. a contract
worker, is married
with seven children
and life had not been
easy for him. His small
home will now have to
house his widowed
mother.
Siti Nagari's home was one of
the few that were pulled down on
the day that the government men
issued a general notice of eviction
to the rest of the settlers - about

Sitl Nagari with her grandchildren: She waa among lhelirat Mttl. . who filled up
lhe awamp and buih lheir amal wooden house..

Some of lhe olher hou... In lhe-.

150 families. They were given six
days to leave. The demolishing of
Siti Nagari's home served as an
example that the authorities
meant business.
Mumi
Kampung Sungai
(named by the government as
Kampung
Ampang
Campuran/l(ampung lkan Jelawat I)
is a multi-ethnic community

about ten minutes drive from the
Ampang Police Station, past the
Ampang New Village. The community responded to the demolition and the eviction notice by
setting up a People's Joint Action
Committee.
The
community
representatives went and approached
the Assistant District Officer
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(Land) with their grievances. He
responded stating that the
authorities did not even have to
give the six- day notice. The
present notice was given on
humanitarian grounds.
The ADO also informed the
representatives that the community would not be provided
with temporary housing neither
would they be offered alternative
lots. There would also be no
promise of low-cost flats or
houses.
What is happening in Kampung Sungai Mumi is not an isolated incident. Similar acts of
eviction have been happening at
other squatter areas in and around
Kuala Lumpur like Kampung
Bukit Sungai Putih.
Somehow when development
and progress occur
the poor and the
powerless are the victims as is seen by
what is happening to
Siti Nagari and other
settlers, Eleven years
ago, Kampung Sungai Mumi was not
seen as a problem but
today it is a hindrance
in this ever developing country of ours.
We,
the
beneficiaries of the
fruits of development, do not see, or
perhaps do not want
to sec, the people who
pay the price for
development. Aswaz,
a contract worker
who does work for the
construction
companies that build our skyscrapers
and beautiful homes, now finds
his
squatter
home
being
threatened. What will happen to
people like Siti Nagari and
Aswaz? The situation calls for a
human response not a legal
response for in law they are 'illegal squatters' and have no
rights . •

FREEDOM

COMMITTEE TO PROTECT JOURNALISTS
EXPRESSES CONCERN

October20. 1992
His Excellency Datuk Seri Dr Mahathir Mohamed
Prime Minister of Malaysia
Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia

His Excellency Datuk Mohamed Rahmat
Minister of Information
Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia

Your Excellency
The Committee was concerned to learn that the Malaysian government took action
against Radio Televisyen Malaysia (RTM) journalists following a complaint from
the Indonesian government
According to our information, on September 23. RTM broadcast film footage of Indonesian soldiers ft.ring on East Timorese demonstrators in Dili last November
12th. The Indonesian Minister of Information requested an explanation for the
broadcast, and the Malaysian government then apologized and took displinary action.
As a non-partisan organization that defends journalists worldwide, the Committee
believes that such actions will have a chilling effect on freedom of the press in
Malaysia We respectfully request any punitive measures taken against RTM staff
be lifted.
Thank you for your attention. We welcome your comments.

Yours sincerely,

Joe Solomon
Associate Director

IG East42nd Street,
3rd Floor
New York, N.Y. 10017
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Education

Losing Their Faith?
Malaysian Students In Britain
Are Malaysian students in
Britain rejecting their
religious faith? DR ANNE
EYRE, a sociologist in the
Liverpool Institute of
Higher Education, reports
that her research among
Malaysian students in the
Northern Consortium
Programme, Britain,
indicated the reverse.
was interested, and somewhat
surprised, to read recently of
rumours that Malaysian students in Britain are rejecting their
religious faith (New Straits Times
13-7-92). Such rumours (later
shown ·to be unfounded) conflicted with the findings of research I had been carrying out on
Malaysian students in Britain.
This paper presents some of the
results relating to the role and significance of religion in the lives of
Malaysian students on the Northem Consortium Programme.
When it comes to education
Britain has traditionally had a
high reputation internationally
and has had no difficulty in attracting large numbers of overseas students to study for British
degrees. According to a recent
report (The Guardian 16-6- 92),
about 60,000 students from outside the European Community attend further and higher education
courses in Britain, a trade worth
$600 million a year. With Hong
Kong, Malaysia provides the
largest number of overseas stu-

I

dents to Britain - about 7000.
Since 1988 this figure has been
boosted by the foundation of a
unique joint ~gree programme
established to provide opportunities for Malaysian students to
start a British degree in Malaysia
and complete it in Britain. The
administrative organ at the British
end is the Northern Consortium
(NCUK) consisting of twleve
British universities and polytechnics, affiliated to which are a further forty-eight institutions who
also receive students onto their
courses. Students on this scheme
complete a preliminary year in
Malaysia designed to accommodate the demands of various
first year programmes within the
Consortium and then proceed to
the United Kingdom to complete
their final two years.
The contents of this report are
based on a survey carried out on a
sample of students on the NCUK
Programme who, having completed their first year in Malaysia,
are now studying in Britain. Of
three hundred and fifty postal
questionnaires distributed, one
hundred and thirty were returned
giving a response rate of 36%.
48% of respondents were male
and 52% female. The respondents
were almost equally distributed
between second and third year.
This had the advantage that students who have been here longer
were able to remark on how their
experiences had changed during
their time in Britain (an obvious
example being their improvement
in English language). While the
research focussed on a number of
issues related to the students'
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cross cultural experiences of
education, this paper focusses in
particular on the students' responses to questions about religion.
An important part of the
students' preparation for life in
Britain is participation in courses
on Malaysian and Islamic Studies
(or Moral Studies for non-Muslims) during their first year. When
asked their opinion of these courses, the majority of respondents
suggested that they had been a
useful part of the curriculum,
providing them with valuable
background infonnation about
their society and preparing them
with a strong set of moral values.
This to some extent prepared
them for the cultural shock of arriving in Britain where a completely different set of noons,
morals and values prevails.
On a critical note, however,
some stated that they were already
mature enough to make their own
moral decisions and suggested
that one effect of the courses may
be that students going to Britain
become fearful of exposure to
Western values. This then
prevents them from settling into
their new environment and integrating with other students (indeed, the research found that there
is a tendency for some Malaysian
students to withdraw into their
own communities). It seems a
great shame that students may
waste the opportunity to learn
from the experience of living
abroad in this way, especially
since this need not threaten their
faith and principles. In fact, on the
contrary, a number of students
found that.exposure to the British

Celebrating Eil-ur·Fitr in the UK: The research found the students' faith bec:arne
reinforced • a result of the challenge posed by the highly secular living abroad.

way of life could reinforce and
increase their religious faith as
shall now be shown.
In contrast to the largely
secular outlook and lifestyle of
people in Britain today, one of the
most significant factors affecting
the personal life of Malaysian students is their religion. In answer
to the question as to whether their
religion had been affected in any
way by living in Britain, the
majority replied that their beliefs
and practices had been reinforced
(74% of those who specified). A
further 20% added that their faith
had in fact become stronger.
Living in a non-Muslim environment was seen as a test of faith but

one by which religious belief was
largely consolidated.
Of the few who said their faith
had been challenged, some gave
the following replies:
'When I hung around with
friends I started to drink'.
'It has not affected my faith in
God, but I have to admit I pray
less nowadays'.
'If you have the freedom to do
whatever you want to do there
will always be one or two that
choose the wrong way to use this
freedom'.
'(The fact is that there are )
fewer facilities and the people
don't
understand
affects
obligations'.
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On the whole, though, most
had kept their faith and for some
it had become stronger:
'(Fellow Malaysians) meet
every term to discuss about
religion. In a way I think my faith
has improved'.
' I can see the reasons God set
the rules for all to be applied at all
times and at all places in all
situations'.
'The media has provided a
wider
perspective
and
strengthened my beliefs'.
' I see UK morals declining
everyday; Islam teaches me to
uplift my morals'.
'Living in Britain hasn't affected my faith because I know
that God is always watching us so
it doesn't matter where I am'.
'I'm still quite a strict Muslim.
Living in Britain has helped me
gain more knowledge about being
a true Muslim ... there arc better,
less prejudiced books on Islam'.
Given · that in Malaysia
religiOJl not only provides a strong
set of beliefs, but is part of the
individual's ethnic identity, it is
understandable that religion
provides security and comfort for
these Malaysian students in a new
and challenging environment. It
also legitimises an alternative set
of personal values and behaviour
which distances them from their
western counterparts and reminds
them of their orientation towards
home.
In conclusion, the research
found that in relation to the question of religion, Malaysian students do not appear to be losing
their faith . On the contrary, their
beliefs are, if anything, more likely to be reinforced and renewed in
the face of the secular environment in which they find themselves. As well as highlighting the
wide cultural differences between
East and West, the faith and loyalty of these young people is a credit
to their nation and an example that
many British students would do
well to learn from.+

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

HOW THE WEST BETRAYED
BOSNIA
Bigger canting, sanctimonious humbugs we
may never again find
Why has the West
remained silent while the
killings continue in
Bosnia? FAN YEW
TENG criticizes the
apparent hypocrisy of the
big powers, the champions
of human rights, who are
doing virtually nothing to
end the crisis.
n the Winter of 1975-76, I
travelled across Yugoslavia,
from south to north, spending
two nights and three days in the
country.
I reltlember the country then,
even though it was in deep winter,
as mountainous, beautiful and

I

fairly weil developed, with firstclass highways, modem office
blocks, high-rise apartments and
picturesque country cottages
resembling those in Austria or
Switzerland. It was here that I
tasted some of the hottest and best
pickled chillies in the world.
Although I then knew that
there was a Croatian separatist
movement, I hardly knew how
fierce rival nationalistic antagonisms were in Yugoslavia.
Marshal Tito was of course still
alive then. although already
ailing. The ferocity of the various
hatreds was kept under the lid, as
it were.
Marshal Tito died in 1980.
Serious rumblings of discontent

John Major;

Bush: Human rights hypoaites.
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intensified, as evidenced by the
uprising the following year
among the people in the
autonomous region of Kosovo,
the majority of whom are ethnic
Albanians who are also Muslims.
The rush towards democratization
in Eastern Europe and the collapse of the Soviet Union in the
late 1980s had obviously influenced developments in Yugoslavia. Added to this is the fact that
the economy has declined since
the late 1970s, characterized by
severe inflation.
Ever since its establishment
on 29 November 1945 as a federal
republic, Yugoslavia had permitted only one political party,
the Communist Party. However,
in the late 1980s, many people in
the country called for a multiparty political system.
The Communist Party voted in
January 1990 to end its monopoly
on power. As a result, many new
political parties were formed.
Each of the country's six
republics held multi-party elections in 1990. Non-Communist
parties won a majority of seats in
the parliaments of Croatia,
Slovenia, Bosnia-Herzegovina
and Macedonia. The Communists
parties, now known as Socialist
parties, won majorities in the parliaments of Serbia and Montenegro.
.
Because many of the other
nationalities had always resented
Serbian domination, they began to
demand for a new arrangement

Genocidal"echnic cleansing" gOM on in Bosnia as lhe rest of the world kMJ» to
the sidelines.

politically and constitutionally.
The Croats and the Slovenes
caJled for independence from
Yugoslavia.
In early 1991, Croatia and
Slovenia announced plans to become independent. Some ethnic
Serbs living in southern Croatia
called for their territories to become part of Serbia. Fighting
broke out in Croatia, and feder..tl
troops were sent in.
The federal government under
the new Serbian communist
leader, Slobodan Milosevic,
strongly opposed the declaration
of independence in June 1991 by
Croatia and Slovenia. Some fighting took place between the
Slovene and Croat militias and the
Yugoslavian military.
Since Slobodan Milosevic became the new Serbian communist
leader, he had unleashed wave
after wave of Serbian nationalist
agitation. The leaders of Croatia
and Slovenia saw Milosevic not
only as a dangerous nationalist
but also as an old-fashioned communist unwilling and unable to
change.

A ceasefire to the fighting between the Croatian and Slovene
militias and the Yugoslav military
was established in early July.
Croatia and Slovenia agreed to
postpone their declarations of independence for three months, in
return for Serbia agreeing to allow
a Croat to take his turn as head of
. the federal Presidency.
However. the ceasefire broke
down. In August, heavy fighting
again broke out between ethnic
Serbs in Croatia who claimed part
of the republic and the Croat
militia. The Yugoslav military,
which was dominated by the
Serbs, not unexpectedly fought on
the side of the Serbs.

The West's Betrayal
The West betrayed the
legitimate aspirations for. independence of the Croats and
Slovenes from the start. Both the
United States and the European
Community failed to appreciate
that Yugoslavia was going to
break up.
The European Community in
fact warned Croatia and Slovenia
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against secession from Yugoslavia. This of course gave an excuse for the Serbian-led Yugoslav
army to strike at both territories.
The half-hearted mediation effort by the EC headed by Lord
Carrington, a former British
Foreign Minister, did very little to
prevent thousands of Croatians
from being kiJled and 400,000
Croatians from being made homeless by the invading and murderous Serbs.
Instead of putting the blame
on the Serbs for the carnage, Lord
Carrington came out with the
damnable lie that "all sides" were
equally responsible for the Balkan
crisis.
The US government of George
Bush, which talks so loudly and so
often about human rights and
freedom , is equally guilty of
double standards over the tragedy
il) Croatia earlier and in Bosnia
now.
As Time magazine reminds us
in its 7 September issue, the US
"mostly kept out of the mounting
Yugoslav crisis" until Secretary
of State James Baker visited
Belgrnde in June 1991, "when the
country was on the brink of dissolution."
Why? We shall come back for
the reasons later.

Genocide in Bosnia
After the Second World War,
Tito made Bosnia a republic on an
equal footing with Serbia and
Croatia. Muslims made up 44 per
cent of the population, Serbs 32
per cent and Croats 17 per cent.
They used to live quite harmoniously together.
Bosnia held its first multiparty elections in November
1990. A Muslim-Serb-Croat
coalition was formed under a
Muslim president, Alija l zetbcgovic. In 1991, as Croatia,
Slovenia and Macedonia successively voted and declared independence, and serious fighting

broke out in Croatia, Izetbegovic
tried his best to keep his multiethnic coalition government
together and prevent Bosnia from
becoming involved.
However, as tensions mounted
in Croatia, the Serbs in Bosnia
withdrew from lzetbegovic'~
coalition government The Serbs
in Bosnia wanted a link with Serbia. The Muslims and the Croats
feared that this would mean being
swallowed up in a "Greater Serbia".
In March 1992, a referendum
was held on independence in Bosnia. The Serbs boycotted the
referendum. Most of the Muslims
and Croats voted in favour of independence, meaning that more
than 60 per cent of the electorate
voted for an independent Bosnia.
The response from the Serbs
was immediate: they attacked the
Muslims and Croats. Although
the Muslims and Croats outnumber the Serbs in Bosnia, the Serbs
are better anned and have more
heavy weapons; the Serbs in Bosnia also have help from Serbia.
What has happened, and what
is still happening daily in Bosnia,
since March 1992, is common
knowledge throughout the world.
More than 10,000 people, most of
them Muslims, have been killed.
The Serbs have taken more than
three quarters of Bosnian territory.
As in most other modem wars,
most of the war victims - the dead
and the injured- are civilians. The
savagery of the Serbs has not
spared even babies, children. the
aged, mourning mothers at
cemeteries, and helpless patients
in hospitals.
The genocidal "ethnic cleansing" of the murderous Serbs
spares nooody and stops at nothing. There have been water and
electricity cuts; there are of
course the Nazi-type concentratio"n or death camps.
In the face of one of the most
atrocious mass murder campaigns

in history, what has been done by
the US, the United Nations and
theEC?

The West's Crime of
Complicity
Well, there has been plenty of
rhetorical
sympathy,
pious
platitudes, empty or contradictory
resolutions,
and
outright
hypocrisy by the Bush Ad!Jlinistration, most of the governments of the EC and the UN
Security Council.
Yes, the UN Security Council
has sent food convoys and troops
to protect these convoys. But
there is no resolution to use
military force against the Serbian
aggressors.
Yes, on 23 September, the UN
General Assembly. by an overwhelming vote, expelled Serbia
and
Montenegro,
which
pretended to be Yugoslavia, from
the UN.
But, the UN Security Council
has still not decided on the use of
force. Why?
Mere expulsion will not stop
the continuation of the genocide
of the Bosnians by the Serbs. Expelling a known killer from the
club is one thing; to stop his killing is another.
Until and unless the UN
Security Council takes firm
military action to stop the
genocide in Bosnia, the carnage
will continue, and the coming
winter munth:i there will be cold,
bitter and no less horrific.
When Iraq invaded Kuwait in
August 1990, George Bush said
that aggression must not be
rewarded. For the past more than
six months, he llas allowed Serbian aggression against an independent Bosnia, recognized by
the UN to reap territorial and murderous "rewards". Why?
Yes, Germany. Austria, Hungary and Sweden have taken almost a million refugees from
Yugoslavia. But, the so-called
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'Big Three' Western powers- the
US, Britain and France - have
refused to act to stop the killing.
Yes, the UN Security Council
has imposed economic and
military sanctions against Serbia.
However, some neighoouring
countries like Greece and
Romania have helped Serbia to
beat the sanctions. And the UN is
not doing much about it
Yes, some voices in the West
have called for urgent military action; and verbal condemnation of
the
Serbian
murderers
is
widespread. For instance, The
Times of London wrote that the
Serbian policy "contains an evil
not seen in Europe for 50 years,"
parallel to the "Nazi holocaust
and the Stalinist deportation of
whole nations."
The Times wrote on 25 July.
Two days earlier, Johannes
Gerster, a German Christian
Democratic Member of Parliament, just back from a fact-finding tour of the Balkans, told a
press conference in Bonn that
"Serbia-Montenegro is convinced
that the international community
of states won't dare a military intervention." Gerster said that "the
community of nations is witness
to the expulsion of a whole
people, even of genocide. He who
turns a blind eye, makes himself
an accomplice."
But the Washington Post
declares that the chances of any
kind of military intervention to
stop the slaughter are "zero". It
says that the fighting would only
end when the Serbs have completed their conquest of all the
territories they envision for a
Greater Serbia. The Economist of
London, another great Western
preacher of human rights,
democracy and decency, has
echoed the Machiavellian view of
the Washington Post.
When the US Democratic
presidential candidate Bill Clinton called for the bombing of Serbia, George Bush. the father of a

fraudulent 'New World Order',
immediately jumped in to
denounce his opponent as "infantile" for pushing for US military
intervention. Bush's lie as a
saviour of peace and freedom has
been finnly and eternally exposed.
Bush and John Major of
Britain, another great hypocrite of
human rights and freedom, pressured Croatia to stop military assistance to the Bosnians by
threatening to stop IMF loans and
a11 humanitarian aid for the
400,000 Croatians left homeless
by the earlier Serbian invasion.
Why? Why? Why? First,
neither Bosnia nor Croatia has oil,
unlike Kuwait. With the collapse
of the Soviet Union, they do not
have any more Cold War strategic
value to the West. For reasons of
age-old intra-European rivalry,
Britain would Like to further her
geopolitical objectives by stoking
political instability and economic
and social chaos on the southern
borders of a reunited Gennany.
Another unspoken reason is that
many Bosnians are Muslims.
That is why the British establishment's view of the Bosnian
tragedy has been the most inhuman. Consider, for instance, a
Commentary by Allan Massie in
the 28 July issue of The Daily
Telegraph,
the
flagship
newspaper of the Hollinger Corporation which lists Lord Carrington as well as fonner US
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger on its board of directors.
Allan Massie wrote that
British leaders looking at the Bosnian situation today should recall
the wise policies of Britian's 18th
century statesman Sir Robert
Walpole, who "expressed his
satisfaction that there were
50,000 dead in European wars one
year and not a single Englishman."
Allan Massie said the British
government should remember Sir
Robert Walpole and not inter-

vene. He argued that not even
humanitarian aid should be
provided to the Bosnians: "It just
makes it eas1er to go on with the
fighting. They'd stop sooner if we
left them to starve and die of their
wounds or disease. You've got to
be cruel to be kind. There are
times when it's a rough decision
to sit by and see others suffer, but
it's the right one aU the same."
The obscenity of Allan Massie
and his ilk has to be read to be
believed. But, all the same, it is an
obscenity which infonns the
thinking and calculations of the
most powerful Western governments which so often wax eloquent about "civilization".
Consider also the sauve
humanity
of
Lawrence
Eagleburger, the new Acting US
Secretary of State when he pontificates about the tragedy of
Yugoslavia: "I think we're in the
midst of a Greek tragedy which
had a beginning and somewhere
will have to end, and a lot of
people are going to die in the
meantime. And it's awful."
In other words, died as they
have and die as they will, the US
militarily the most powerful
country in the world, will not intervene with military force on behalf of the Bosnians because it is
not in the interests of the Bush
government to do so. Period. Forget the high-minded tallc about
morality. human rights and liberty. Remember the cost effectiveness of realpolitik.
On the personal level, this was
not too surprising a stand by
Eagleburger who, while working
at Kissinger Associates, a Consultancy firm headed by Henry Kissinger, "served on the board of the
Yugoslav-owned LBS Bank,
which was convicted of money
laundering in 1988." (Time
magazine, 7 September)
Eagleburger had spent seven
years as a US diplomat in Yugoslavia.. Obviously, he Irnows a lot
of people and has a lot of connec-
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tions there. When the Yugoslav
crisis began last year, James
Baker III, who is now Bush's reelection campaign manager, and
Eagleburger advocated that the
Serbian-dominated
federal
government in Yugoslavia should
be preserved as the only force able
to manage an orderly transition
into freer smaller states.
"But that government," as
Time magazine reminds us,
"which became a hollow creature
of Serbian expansionism, did
nothing to stop the country's
breakup."
Bosnians are continuing to die
today because of the refusai of the
UN Security Council to act
decisively, thanks to the ' Big
Three' Western powers. Bigger
canting, sanctimonious humbugs
we may never again find. 0 , what
an awful shame that we have to
see such an awful sham.
The West has betrayed itself as
an awful fraud.+

type of civil servant would
probably want to sing Michael
Jackson's "Black Or White" hit in
his or her typical way, and their
version would probably come out
this way: "Black Is Black And
Whitt Is Whitt". Or they would
insist on singing "I did it my way"
against any other request from their
host.

SINGING THE TUNE
Competency and honesty are
not the only things required of
Singapore'scivil servants. They arc
also required to belt out a tune or
two on command. It seems the
Prime Minister had expressed a
desire to see more a socially
confident breed of Singaporeans
particularly when they are abrood.
By this, he meant that they should
be able to sing when ~ked to by
their hosts. The bureaucrocy, in its
usual haste to please the
powers-that-be, have quickly got

tL
•

busy to produce a singing civil
service.
Since last December, about 300
civil servants have signed up for
workshops known ~"When asked
to sing, I can" ('IOunds like poor
English to me actually; maybe they
need English tuition too).
Considering the JXlthetic ways that
some civil servants behave towards
those whom they are supposed to
serve, I think the 00st countries who
make them sing arc asking for iL
For instance, the red-tapey,
bureaucmtic, stickler-for-the-rules
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Frankly though, they should
take a leaf or two from the nonnal
routine of the average Malaysian
politician's life, especially the
portion that begins after office
hours. Malaysian politicians seem
to be unusually talented when it
comes 10 singing, without need for
either lessons or workshops. Take
for instance the porno-star, whose
political career ended in
anti-climax, who sang Tamil pop
songs before getting down to the
nitty-gritty.
I hear that most of them learn
one or two tunes which they then
become highly adept aL The trouble
is that they seem to have taken
singing as their maxim when
de4iling with problems faced in their
constituencies. Constituents
complain that their MPs and State
Assemblymen are forever singing
the same tunc when asked to sort

out problems in lheir areas. And
these tunes usually go by the boring
titles of: "/'II Look. IIIlO It" or 'T II
Bring It Up With The Department
Conctrntd".
The opposition too does not
lact in singing talent. In fact. the

entire DAP campaign in Penang
during the last general election was
not unlike one long and tedious
Chinese oper.l. visilors 10 the state
would not be blamed ifthey thought
they had bnded in Taiwan or Hong
Kong by mistake. Obviously their
singing did not make lhe mart since
the contest went to those who sang
racial tunes.

•••
AU BABA IS OUT,
GOLF BABA IS IN
Why in the world is everyone
making so much noise about
Malays playing golf? All that big
hoo-ha over a few million ringgit
($28 million to be exact) spent by
Mara Holdings Sdn Bhd for
membership rights to an exclusive
golf club in Sungai Buloh. Sibuk
only! Surely everyone has the right
to play elite sp00s if they w.mt 10.
Besides the money belongs to them
and they have the right to do whaa
they want with their money.
Moreover, the game has been
endorsed by none other than our
Deputy Prime Minister who has, for
the past two years, made one
statement after another on the
goodness of golf lti a sport and
leisure activity. In fact, the good
man has been one of the most vocal
spokesman for the proliferation of
golf courses tluoughout the breadth
and length of the peninsula. He
would have spoken on Sabah's
behalf too if Pairin was not such a
political spoilsport.
I suggest that all of us regard
Mara· s decision to splash
government funds on leisure and

recreation as a step in the right
direction for the welfare of the
community that it represents.
Moreover, surely the chip of the old
block, Tamrin Ghafar, the Mara
chairman, lmows what he is doing
in approving the lavish expenditure
with money meant for the welfare
and advancement of his
community.

•••
DEHYDRATED
VISION
Some people are so
thick-skinned. One of them
supposedly is the Malacca Chief
Minister who is talking of selling
water from the state by the year
200>. And this corning OOiely a year
after the Mabcca water crisis. If I
am not mistaken, the water he is
talking of selling comes from
another state. namely Johor. Why
on earth would any mega-consumer
want to buy waaer from him when
they could easily get it from the
SOW"Ce. The man really needs to
catch up on presentday conswner
wisdom.
But then again, perhaps all this
is just big talk from someone
perceived by !ilOOle as a small man.
He may be trying to paint a glowing
(and wet) picture of the state since
his desperate wooing of
industrialists to locate in his' sUI.e
appears to have fallen into a
bottomless weD for he has turned to
harping on silly things like
Disneyland-type parts and a safari
park. Safari parks in case he is
unaware, has been tried and
given-upon inJohor. Thus, it would
be darn silly ol Ma1acca to repeal
Johor's mislake.

•••
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RAHMAT THE MAN
STRIKES AGAIN!
Could it be the once-a-yearitch-for-publicity that has to do with
the Umno general assembly or does
Rahmat The Man simply have the
knack of making news? Apart from
the dishy affair, Me RTM has been
making headlines, JXUticularly in
entertainment magazines and
pages, over issues such as hair
(ooh!) and nudity (aaah!).
You see, the rockers of The
Starch finally caved in after
months of not hearing lheir own
voices over the air (lhey seem 10
suffer the same ailment as
poUticians) and agreed to have their
locks lopped by of all persons, Mr
RTM, who though an exceUent
publicity stunt feUow is certainly no
hair-stylist as far as most of us are
coocemed.

They had unwittingly given the
tubby one even more publicity by
allowing him to do the honours at a
highly publicised function.
Actually the long hair issue has
served both parties well in a
peculiarly symbiotic way. There
seems to be a mere thin tine that
separates politicians from
entertainers. Both perform best
when there is a big audience and
they seem to enjoy listening 10 their
own voices. Both also do not
believe that they exist unless they
read of themselves in the
newspapers. But I'd rather listen lo
The Search anytime.
And as if nmning his chubby

fmgers through other men's hair
was not enough, Mr RTM is also
embroiled in a "tarik harga"
situation with a sexy actress said to
have b3red all before the camera.
The actress, who is persona
non-grata as far as RTM is
concerned, has told all and sundry
ol her fetVent desire to meet Mr
RTM so that she could explain
everything.

I think the poor girl has learnt
her lesson and should be given a
second chance just as Rahmat got
his second chance in politics afler
Umno ran out of candidates
following the Team A-B split He
should be compassionate enough to
allow the return of the prodigal
actress. Having gotten 90 much
publicity over the shearing of locks,
I am sureRahmat can now win even
more publicity by holding a public
ceremony to cover up this notorious
bare-all actress.
She'd be 90 grateful that she
would surely !nCaOl herself hoarse
with the campaign slogan of"R for
R.lhmat! T for The! M for Man!
Rahmat The Man!" the next time he
goes to the polls. And he will need
all the help he can get the next time
around because the knives are out.

•••
ROLLING HEADS
Fortune International has
ranked MAS as the 12th 10p airline
in the world in tenns of revenue
collection. profit<; and traffiC. Poor
MAS was unfortw~a~ely accused of
copying SIA (ranked No. 2 after

British Airways) right down to
suJtry advertisements of pretty air
stewardesses who amazingly
enough actually look as if they lruly
enjoy serving, grovelling, cleaning,
clearing and lugging heavy trolleys
along a narrow lane.
But it is not easy trying to
envisage MAS's girls becoming as
legendary as the "Singapore Girl".
Many locals have complained that
f<X"eign travellers get better service
on MAS flights than Malaysian
o11es. But then again, most
Malaysians don't seem to know
how to u.~ words like "please" and
"thank you" .

After two fares- in a row ·that cost
the country's civil aviation
immeasurable ~ of goodwill and
confidence, there are people who
think that the head should have
rolled fw1her than just to some
obscure corner. Some even think it
should have rolled out of the PSD
altogether.

see though how a

A Jut of news space has been
devoted to the Justices of Peace
(JPs) lately. Our JPs are hardly
playing their role despite a dozen
statutes empowering them with
varying powers including issuing
search warrants. Thei" COWlterpans
in Britain wort harder for they try
minor criminal cases and traffic
offences. Apparently, apart from
lmging their titles on the walls. our
JPs do little else apart from
witnessing certain documents- for
a fee.
The award. as all of us lmow, is
gre;1tly coveted for more reasons

I dread to

survey of airpMs around the world
would rank the Subang
International Airport after two fllCS.
Possibly, Subang may find itself
somewhere at the botiOm of the
heap where Manila, said to be the
most hazardous airport around. lies.
The airport authorities should not
be flattered to read that their air
tenninal is "the hottest place in
town".
Meanwhile, a head has recently
rolled all the way from t he
Department of Civil Aviation to
some obscure comer of the PSD.
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•••
JP STANDS FOR
JUSTICE OF PEACE
NOT JAGA PINTU

than making the odd fee and from
witnessing documents. One
particular chap was in seventh
heaven on getting the award
because that meant less hassle
getting through immigration on his
frequent business trips to Britain.
According to him, the English
immigration has great respect for
JPs. Surely the English chaps can't
be so ignorant of how awards such
as these are dished oul
Even in Britain, who gets what
is closely tied to who pays how
much. The Times of London
recently revealed that heads of big
finns have a SO per cent greater
chance of a knighthood or peerage
if their company donated large
swns to the Conservative party.
Olainnen and CEOs of companies
which gave 500,000 Pounds or
more were virtually guaranteed an
award. But those whose rums gave
only token donations stood just a I
in 10 chance of getting a
knighthood or peerage. AU this
renders John Major's "classltss
socitty" a mockery.
It is difficult to imagine that
things could be very much different
here. Rwnour-mongers here claim
that a Datukship costs between
$40,<XX> to $150,<XX> depending on
the origin. If lhey are indeed so
costly, then I'm afraid I shall have
to view these Daluks, whom I had
thought were not worth two sen,
with greater respccl

practice is a ~ waste of public
money for the vehk;IQ, usually
worth about $100,<XX> or more, are
sold to the retiring me-pushers at
about 10 to 20 per cent of its market
value.
His suggestion makes sense
particubty in view of the fact that
those who have taken advanlage of
the policy have invariably ended up
making a neatlitde bundle out of it
A top bureaucrat in a municipal
council up north bought one such
vehicle (after sending it for an
overhaul that included installing a
pricey mobile-phone)andpromptly
sold it off at four times the price
several months later.
The golden handshake policy
seems to have become an indirect
way for rctirod bureaucrats to make
a fast buck. The Public Accounts
Committee chairman's idea is,
unfortunately. unlikely to gain
much support among top
bureaucmts who are themselves,
eyeing the day when they can drive
away from that prison of an offiCe
of theirs into the golden sunset
where they hope to find a ready
buyer for their Volvo, Mercedes or
whatever it is that the govenunent
spends our money on so that the
government can look good at a job
which they do not do too wen.

•••

SOMETHING'S
HATCHING

LIMOUSINES FOR A
SONG

Two Minisltn are itching to sue
a business magazine for claiming
thallhey had me( Musa Hitam of the
Team B fame in a swanky
Singaporean hotel last month. The
clandestine meeting was reported in

Parliament's Public Accounts
Committee chairman, who
occasionally forgets who his "big
boss" is. has said that the prnctice
of handing out mildly-used
government limousines for a song
to retiring politicians ought to be
done away with. He says the

•••

the magazine's Earwimess column
which is little more than a gossip

column (as this column sometimes
aspires to be). Eawitness claimed
that Musa had met several Umno
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bigwigs all of whom are generally
seen as Ohafar's men.
If there is indeed nothing to it.
then I do not see why the Ministers
have to go to the drastic extent of
suing the magazine. After all, it
could be nothing more than a boys'
night out and some Umno boys
have been known to visit hotels for
more reasons than to scheme, plot
and overttvow. That is. unless there
was really something hatching from
the meeting. As they say, siapa yang
makan cabai, rasa pedas.

•••
SOUND OF SILENCE
Something is grievously wrong.
The Big Boss is ju.'it not living up to
his reputation. He has just scored an
easy victory in the MIC presidential
elections and there has not been so
much as a sque3k out of him. Could
he still be sulking after the shelling
he got over the power black-out? Or
is he nursing his knuckles for
having so little sense as to blab
about building nuclear power plants
when the PM had just denied the
passage of the plutonium ship
headed f<X' Japan? Or could he be
tearing his (expensive) hair over the
worst ever pre-tax loss incwred by
Maib Holdings Bhd?
Whaaever it is, things have not
gone right for the self- proclaimed
saviour of the Indian community
since the last general election. I am
wondering ... if he were to follow
the PM abroad right now, which
room would he be occupying?
Swcly not the fourth room down
the corridor of power1 It looks like
he is more likely to be found in
either the storeroom or the
bathroom. And what would he be
doing in either the storeroom or
balhroorn? Probably counting his
nwnbered days.
-byNNP

LETTERS

with the Hudud debate but since it affects us and threatens our rights. we
have to give our views. I would not
want the Hudud law to be imposed on
me as it may eventually prevent me
from practising my own religion. Perhaps the Muslims should study Hinduism and other religions at a deeper
and thorough level to understand their
views on punishment It is wrong to
impose Hudud on non-Muslims.

The question ofinterpreiiJtion:

WHYHUDUD
SHOULD NOT BE
IMPLEMENTED
I refer to the article entitled 'The
Positive Side ofHudud Law'(AM
1992:12(7) written by Salleh Abood.

With due respect for the Islamic
religion, please allow me to give the
reason why most non-Muslims and
even some Muslims oppose the
Hudud:
Most non-Muslims ace perhaps
quite satisfied with civil law. In fact
we would prefer not to be involved

The writer assumes that the
prophet has said that one's hand may
be chopped off for thievery.Now how
sure are we that the prophet meant it
literally? He might have said it in 1
poetic sense! Perhaps he was asking
us to clwp offthe desire for stealing
through prayers etc. On the other
hand, we are convinced that not all
people found guilty by us are really
guilty. Please note that human beings
may not be trustworthy at times. It
would be a greater sin for us to chop
off somebody's hand (who is found
guilty by the courts) but who is actually not guilty. Nowadays, it is quite difficult to differentiate between saints
and sinneiS too!

No room for repeniiJnce:
Suppose a thief's hand is chopped
off, will he repent? He will fmd that
there is no point repenting since he
has lost his hand. Even if he repents,
we will be preventing him from doing
good things by depriving him of his
hand. Furthermore, he may also be unable to help someone in times of
emergency because of his handicap.
How do you expect him to earn a
proper living with one hand or
without hands? This will add to
greater social problems in Malaysia.
We will have more disabled human
beings.

Judgement:

To force the Huducllaw on non-Muslim.'- wrong .,d unlslamic.
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We, being children of the one
God, must not judge others. Of couiSe
the courts have to make judgements
but can we destroy our brothelS' or
sisteiS'limbs in the name of upholding justice? Can our judgement be
correct? I feel it is better to kill a person than to cut off his hand or leg and
allow him to live in grief throughout
his life. How sure are we that our

judges will be truly independent
regarding Hudud?
There will be no room for nonMustims to give their views regarding
punishment once the Hudud law is accepted. Non-Muslims will also lose
their freedom of upression on this
matter. Authoritarianism will replace
diplomacy and democracy. Saudi
Arabia is not a good example. Where
is the democracy in most of the Arab
countries that practise Hudud law?
One's inner development will be
curtailed. The writer went on to say
that Hudud law will bring law and
order. But I would like to mention
that a lot of illicit sex, smuggling and
also illegal prostitution is taking place
even in Saudi ArabiL In fact, we all
know very well that a lot of rich
Arabs from the Middle East come
over to poorer countries like
Bangladesh, Pakistan and India to
buy women, even young girls to be
used as wives, maids and even prostitutes in their own countries. I think
the writer still remembers how a stewardess managed to prevent a little girl
from being sold to someone from the
Middle East who was old, about 60
years! This old man who had an ulterior motive claimed that he legally
married that little girl but thank God
he was caught It is clear that outward
control is not sufficient to guarantee
security. One must develop self-(:()ntrol. Our minds must be "brainwashed" ftrSt When the mind is
good; thinks in the right way; then the
body will act rightly.

Unlslamic:
Islam forbids the use of force to
impose its teachings; therefore to
force the Hudud law on non-Muslims
lS wrong and unislarnic too.
Finally, as a non-Muslim I do not
want to directly get involved with
controversial matters, especially involving Hudud. But I would like to
remind everyone that the Prophet said
that one should seek knowledge even
tf at meant travelling to China. It is
clear here that the Prophet has asked
us to be open-minded. While following the Qur'an we must remain openminded and accept other
values/knowledge. So, I hope nonMushms and Muslims will attempt to
know more about all religions so that
we will be able to build bridges of

love and friendship rather than building walls of hatred and enmity. May
all be blessed by the one God!
"Only love can keep mankind
together." May God teach us to forgive, to love and to remain receptive
to His Will.
S Surtndrrm

PENANG

THE BOSNIAN
TRAGEDY: A LESSON
FOR MALAYSIA
The popular media portrayal of
the civil war in Bosnia- Herzegovina

usually has the Serbian-Montenegro
forces play the role of the baddies
while the Bosnia-Henegovina side
represents the goodies-victims.
While the Malaysian government
has protested strongly about the oppression of the people in Bosnia-Herzegovina, it has not been as
outspoken about most other cases of
oppression in the world e.g. in East
Timor, in Burma and in Bangkok
recently.
The Achehnese's right to selfdetermination is also not given comparable support This begs the
question whether there is a consistent
commitment for the right to self-determination behind the seemingly vehement protest over the tragedy in
Bosnia- Herzegovina. .
The need for a more consistent,
universal principled position on
human rights cannot be made more
obvious by this case. Yet there are important lessons which might be
missed if the issue ends here.
The collapse of the Yugoslavian
Federation had been much speculated
upon even before the breaking down
of the Berlin Wall. In fact it became
an issue immediately after the death
of its fonner strongman President
Tito. The reason for this should make
a most important lesson for the survival of multi-ethnic countries in
general. Brieny there can be two
models for holding a multi-ethnic
country together: either the different
ethnic groups are unified under their
respective leaders and leave the bargainings and consultations to them, or
they can forge a common sense of
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security to live in the country based
on common values and human rights.
The collapse of the Yugoslavian
example showed clearly the inadequacy of the ftrst 'trust the leader'
model because it depended so much
on the fickle friendship among a very
small group of leaders - who may not
exactly share the same aspirations and the presence of a strongman. The
Yugoslavian Federation's inability to
survive its strongman leader simply
betrayed the lack of a strong enough
indentification among its different ethnic groups and leaders to want to stay
within the federated larger family.
Obviously any sign of
chauvinism or centralization of power
on the part of the dominant group,
which can easily fester in the politically compartmentalized society in the
first model, would be fatal.
It seems that only by adopting a
multi-ethnic second model- where
democratic rights are respected irrespective of ethnic numbers - will
each of the different groups feel
secure. An even more important
aspect of this model is that common
social issues e.g. poverty, environmental degradation, conuption etc can
then be addressed with common participation in prvbl~m solving. In the
long run, this will allow a more just
and egalitarian sustainable society to
emerge. This in turn will lead to further cooperation and harmony in
society.
The oppression of the people of
Bosnia-Henegovina would not be
severe if not for the possession in the
hands of the Yugoslav military of an
immense stockpile of munition built
up over the years. Th1s opens up an
important issue regarding the role of
the military in any nation - are they to
defend the nation against an external
enemy in the usual patriotic sense, or
to watch over the population, in the
openly cynical, Big Brother sense?
What then are the implications for
Malaysians - if they are not already
obvious?
Firstly, our 'brand' of politics
belongs to the fU'St model mentioned
above - as embodied by the long
ruling Barisan Nasional. The nation's
survival is pinned more on compromises and bargainings based on
ethnicity rather than on common
humanitarian and social values
among the people. The Yugoslavian

break up should provide valuable les-

sons for the obvious vulnerabilities of
such a system.
Secondly, the excuse of
separatism has been invoked to detain
a number of Malaysians under the
anti-democratic ISA- the most recent
ones being some prominent members
of the Opposition PBS. Are we not indulging in the same anti-democratic
practice that the Yugoslav military
has adopted to uphold' the nation?
Thirdly, the Malaysian military
expenditure has increased five times
over the last five-year plan (Jomo,
1992). This is a most drastic increase
especially considering the lack of~
war situation - without any visible external enemy. The surrender of the
various armed Communist parties,
traditionally the Malaysian military's
target has not led to a reduction in the
military's appetite for higher
spenidng.
The war in Bosnia-Herzegovina
certainly has allowed Malaysians an
occasion to express their concern as a
nation for the suffering of some members of the global family. The issue is
how consistent and how far do we
want to go into the root causes of the
situation?
BKOng

PENANG

WHY NOT ABOUSH
THE NEWS?
I wholeheartedly support the action taken by the government, against
the irresponsible news controller at
RTM who aired a report on the Dili
Massacre (The Star, 4 October). Who
in their right mind would consider the
slaughter of over fifty Indonesian
people (and one Malaysian student)
by the Indonesian army to be news
anyway? Certainly good relations between neighbours is offar higher
value than the lives of a few people.
Think about it, if you saw your
neighour killing his children, along
with one of your own sons, would
you mention it? If you did, you would
run the risk of losing a friendly neighbour and of having your own domestic indiscretions revealed in return.
God forbid!

Why not apply this same moral
rectitude across the board, so that
good relations can be maintained with
other nations that have been put in a
bad light recently by the Malaysian
Evening News. Perhaps other 'slipups' can be eliminated. such as the
"careless" reports on the Serbian 'ethnic cleansing' of the Bosnian
separatists, the "negligent" reports
about the Israeli suppression of the
Palestinian terrorists, and the "serious
mistakes" about the Burmese government killing the Rohingya rebels.
This courageous action by the
government against its own employee
sets a high tone of responsibility-infreedom, towards which the free press
should aspire more diligently. It also
makes one truly believe that we can
look forward to a day when the news
will be cleansed of all disturbing and
ugly realities.
And while we are on the subject
of 'information cleansing', just what
developmental use is the news,
anyway? Doesn't it just confuse
people who should be thinking about
where to build their next factory?
Why not eliminate what little of it
that is left, and re-employ the
newscasters in roles a bit more fitting
as chacaclcn in a new siiCOm about
people. trapped in a TV gameshow.
The script could be written directly
by the Minister of Information, thus
saving the time now wasted on censorship reviews. The show could be
named "Vision 1984".
Ray lAngenbach

PENANG

SABAH-BASHING AT
UMNO BARU GENERAL
ASSEMBLY
Every year, at the UMNO Baru
general assembly, a punching bag is
raised up to be hammered at relentlessly.
Previous years' punching bags
have included the Bar Council, the
monarchy, opposition parties and
other ethnic groups. This year, the
punching bag was the Sabah government which was accused of harbouring secessionist tendenc1es.
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UUNO Bwu Assembly' a latest
pWlching bag: Sabah.

Every year, we have the same onesided attacks on all these 'enemy'
groups. What is the ob.JOCtive of creating all these imaginary adversaries?
Simply to rally delegates together and
unite UMNO Baru which is badly
divided into competing cliques all
fighting for power at the next party
elections.
It is shameful that the media has
to give so much prominence to a
political party's general assembly
proceedmgs. But then what else do
you expect when the mainstream
mass media is controlled so tightly by
the government?

GIVE US A BREAK
PEKAN

BLACK SEPTEMBER:
NATIONAL BLACKOUT
The total power blackout wh1ch
engulfed the whole country on 29
September 1992 and has taken at least
four days to return to normal should
force the Government to take heed of
the TNB scandal! rwed nearly two
years ago.

Almost two years today, I raised
the scandal at Tenaga Nasional in the
Dewan Rakyat and called on the Minister for Energy, Post and Telocommwlications, Datuk Samy Vellu to
resign and for the ACA to take action
against alleged corruption at the Ministry and TNB management.
During the June 1991 meeting, I
pointed out to the House:
"The Minister denies that there is
a crisis and that TNB will be forced to
embark on load shedding to save its
main power stations from crashing
and which will cost billions in plant
damage. Then why are there so many
substations blowing up or catching
fiJ'e? In various parts of the country,
there have already been frequent
power blackouts.
"Will the Minister take personal
responsibility and resign if loan shedding takes place? Will the Government undertake to compensate the
mdustrial sector if there is load shedding?
"The Minister should therefore
resign before the system collapses
and the engineers and technicians die
in an explosion. Substations have already exploded as have been reported
in the newspapers before. May I
remind the House that blades of exploding tw"bine can Oy up to 75 km
away, destroying property and lcilling
people."
We are fortunate that a worse disaster resulting in loss of Jives and
serious injuries has not happened yet.
The Government has since called
for an inquiry into the 29 September
Big Blackout. I would repeat my call
made nearly two years ago for a
major enquiry into these serious ills
in the whole energy ministry and
TNB management.

Gross MismaMgement In TNB
The fact that with a large overcapacity of over 1690 MW in the
TNB system in 1991, the system was
unable to generate enough electricity
shows that there is something drastically wrong with the TNB management.
For example, why can't the brand
new plants in Palca{frengganu and
Port Klang work to the promised requirements of 2100 MW?
During the fiJ"St meeting of the
1991 session of Parliament. we

proved that the Government had overpaid by soo· million ringgit for the 7
gas turbines supplied by Asea Brown
Boveri (ABB). This can be seen in the
April 1991 issue of the Asian
Ekctricity Magazw, in which the
Koreans had bought two orders from
General Electric-USA at a price of
nearly 500 million ringgit cheaper
than that supplied by ABB.
The Minister himself can confum
this because we know that he met GEUSA personnel at his office on 8 May
last year.
There has been frequent forced
shutdowns in these plants especially
at Port Klang, where the Unit I turbine had a damaged turbine shaft. and
Unit 4 had to shut down after only six
months in full operation.
And with this large over-capacity,
the TNB manangemcnt is still requesting the Board for a massive expansion programme to be implemented in
the near future.

IneffiCiency and Damage Due to
Cronyism
The damage amounting to 35 million ringgit at the Paka power station
was caused by the contractors,
TETRACON. We had asked why
TETRACON was given the contract
although they had no experience in
overhauling turbines, which had been
supplied by TOSHIBA. It would have
been cheaper and safer to have got
TOSHIBA to do the job.
In fact. to the present day, we still
do not know who is going to pay for
the 35 million in losses to TNB. Has
TETRACON been taken to court for
negligence and made to pay for the
damages caused?
It was a terrible scandal and although the Minister had the proof that
TETRACON had also damaged the
boilers ll Port Diclc~n and PeraJ
power stations, this contractor continued to get large contracts with
TNB!
It was very clear that
TETRACON had the protection of
the Minister and the TNB management while the Jives of Malaysian engineer's and technicians were at risk. in
the event of a turbine explosion.
In his written reply to a question
that I put before the House, the Minister continued to mislead the House
regarding the Danish Power Consult-
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ants' Report. which had been critical
of the damage inflicted by
TETRACON on the boilers at Port
Dickson and Perai. The Minister
denied thll there is such a report!
We have a transcript of discussions between TNB. MINCO consultants and Bharat Heavy Electricals
which shows clearly that the Danish
Consultants were undertaking studies
on the Pasir Gudang, Perai and Port
Dick.~n

dations.

This shows that there is plenty of
dirt swept under the carpet and it is
for a Royal Commission of Enquiry
to reveal the truth.

.

Co"uption and Sabotage oftlu
Power System
It is easy to see how this gross
mismanagement has come about
when we note the massive corruption
scam alleged in the gas turbines contracL
There are instances of corruption
or unethical practices at TNB, for example the cases of ex-TNB management who join contractors doing
business with TNB. We can quote
cases. If the Government allows this
sort of practice, then civil servants
can award contracts to companies,
resign and then join these same companies. This is tantamount to condoning corruption.
There is also evidence that TNB
officials have been giving highly sensitive, secret and confidential information to private contractors depending
on who is the highest bidder. Thus, in
these cases a Royal Commission of
Enquiry can investigate whether the
Official Secrets Act has been
breached.

Atnpk Rtasons Why Samy VeU11
Must Resign Forthwith
For the reasons given above
alone. the Minister for Energy should
have resigned. Since then, he has
been embroiled in the MAIKA shares
hijack scandal and the recent power
blackout is the latest reminder that he
bas not yet accounted for his failure
as energy minister.
We hope he will do the
honourable thing and follow the example of the previous Datuk Bandar
of Kuala Lumpur who resigned
forthwith after he was investigated by
theACA.

f

The Prime Minister must decide
whether or not he is the leader of the
Governrnenl If he is, then he bears
the responsibility of demanding his
minister's resignation since the latter
is embroiled in so many scandals.

Dr Kua Kill Soong
MP FOR PEI'AUNG JAYA

NOTIFICATION OF
ERROR
I wish to refer to the letter under
the heading 'Chinese Schools: The
Real Problem' in page 14 of your
1992:12(8) issue.
Please note that the writer of the
letter is from Pahang and not Penang
as published.

ueKimKin
PAHANG
[The enor is regretted -Editor]

SABAH ASSAULT .
1he constant and spontaneous asaualt on Sabah by UMNO Baru has in
a way created Malaysian history.
Within a short period of time they
have now 220 representatives in
Sabah alone, becoming the largest,
next to Peralc, in terms of representation to the UMNO General Assembly. This is a fantastic
achievement by all counts.
Malaysians in general and
Sabahans in particular know what is
going on and what is intended. We
don't need to depend on the controlled mass media to draw our conclusions. The interesting question is,
what is next? Undoubtedly, political
violence will be the number one
public enemy. When will it be
generated?
We repeatedly boast in our
slogans that Malaysia is for
Malaysians. What about Sabah? Is it
for Sabahans or UMNO Baru?

Jack
KUAULUMPUR

PENANG MARATHON
At the start of the Penang
Marathon held recently the runners
enjoyed the theme music from the
ftlm 'Chariots of Fire'.
However, since the authorities
will not allow this ftlm to be screened
on Malaysian TV, perhaps the
marathon organizers should be
charged and all the runners sent to jail!
We have yet to hear why this classic film has been banned. Is it because one of the heroes is a Jew? We
have always been told the Government is anti-Zionist and not anti-Jew.
Or is it because the other hero is a
devout person who will not sacrifice
his (Christian) principles for the
chance of wirming an Olympic medal?
We should be happy, I suppose, to
be protected from such pernicious
western influence!

Ricluud}OMS
PENANG

OFFICIALS' SECRET
ACTIONS (OSA)
Sornetames wry humour can
strike very close to the truth. The following was overheard during a recent
TV2 screening of the British comedy
series, Yes, Minister: 'The Officials
Secret Act has more to do with
protecting officials than protecting
secrets."
Oops, how did the Censor Board
let that one slip by? Tsk! Tsk! Tame
for some more disciplinary action in
Angkasapuri, Rahmat?

CONFIDENTIAUY SPEAKING
PAHANG

HARSH
ANTI-AMERICAN
STANCE?
I 've subscribed to Aliran for a
number of years now. I value many of
the human rights articles in particular,
but also follow keenly events in
Malaysia.
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As my friend Chandra Muzaffar
could attest, I did express some disappointment with what I felt was an unnecessarily harsh anti- American
stance viz-a-viz the Gulf War.
I do sympathize with the people
of the Islamic faith. I don't deny there
is a basis of cause for concern in
many of the allegations, but until
reality is faced, and the cause for the
debacle is openly and honestly shifted
home to where it belongs - with the
Butcher of Baghdad - then I am afraid
anti-American and anti-<:olonist
rhetoric can be given little credibility
whatsoever. It is a sHame, because as
I said there is a cause for concern, and
I also have seen enough of sheer
American arrogance (on the part of a
minority, not the majority of goodhearted American people) to want
people like Chandra, and organizations like ALIRAN, to voice those
concerns, and sound the alarm bells.
I would just ask that it be not so
blatantly biased, and that more
tranchant criticisms should be
directed at the real villian - after all
it is good people of Islam who have'
been, and will continue to be, the victims of his arrogance, his persecution
of his own people, and his denial of
human rights to so many.
I would congratulate Chandra on
a superb article "Hudud: Central to
Islam?" contained in your Alirata
MonJh/y 1992:12(6).1 can imagine
that the article would not have endeared Chandra to all Muslim leaders,
but I think it is reasoned debate as
contained in the article which gives
non-Muslim human rights activists
such as myself a hope that there will
yet be a common meeting point Of
course, even now, on the basics, and
covering a whole range of issues, we
strive for similar goals. On just a few
"sticky" points the differences seem
extreme.
On the part of Islam, it is thinkers
like Chandra, and articles such as that
which I referenced, which make the
differences less extreme.
I can only hope and pray that
there will be sufficient such thinkers
among the non-Muslim world, and
more articles providing clarification
on our differences.

BRIAN J HURLOCK
BUITERWORTH

PAYING FOR PHANTOM
GOODS
I wish to touch on several aspects
of the weakne~ses of the Perak State
Government These weaknesses have
caused the wastage of the rakyat's
money in Perak. According to the
Auditor General's report for the year
1989:

a) Loss of items from the Store
inventory
Prior to 1989 42 cases of Store
items were stolen which amounted to
$199,263 and another eight cases of
cash were stolen amounting TO
$129,197. Again m 1989, there were
7 cases of losses of Store items

amounting to $11,345. All these cases
were not solved.

b) Rules were not followed
The Auditor General found that
the purchase of two Volvo cars, Volvo
model 2400L(M) and 240GLT(A)
were made without the prior approval
of the Finance Ministcry. If purchase
was made through the central contract
system under the Ministry of Finance,
the Perak State Government would
have purchased the VolvO 240GL(M)
for $39,670 instead of $48,077. The
Perak State Government would have
saved $8,407.

c) Inefficient Perak Water Board
The Auditor General reported that
there were 29 cases where PWB took

between three to twenty two months
to install water meters and 46 cases
where the PWB took between 5 to 32
months to take the fll'St reading.

d) Computers in the Land Office
In 1986, computers were installed
in 16 land offices and it was discovered in 1989 that only a few offices used the computers.
One company which was given
the contract to supply and install the
computers in land offices failed to install the system but the Perak State
Government paid the full amount of
$49,050 which in the farst place
should not have been paid at all.

CHOOSING CHYE
STATE ASSEMBLYMAN
TEBING TINGGI, PERAX

Poem of an angry person
Because we eat roots
And }lour piles up in your warehouses ...
Because we Jive all crampt>d up
And your space is so abundant ...
So we are not allies
Because we are soiled
And you are shiny bright ...
Because we feel suffocated
And you lock the door ...
So ~·e distrust you.

Because we may not choose
And you are free to make plans ...
Because we have only sandals
And you are free to use rijlts ...
Because we must be polite
And you have jails ...
So NO and NO to you.
Because we are the cu"ent of the river
And you are lht stones without the heart ...
So the water will erode away the stones.

Because we art abandoned on the streets
And you own all the shade ...
Because we endure floods
And you party on pleasure boats ...
So we don't/ike you.

First publication in English of a new poem by
Rendra, translated from the Indonesian by Max

Lane.

Because we are silenced
And you never stop nagging ...
Because we are threatened
And you use violence against us ...
So we say to you NO.
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POLITICS

NEVER AGAIN
ERSKINE B CHILDERS in his appraisal of the role of
the UN after the Gulf War underlines that it is not just
the institution of the United Nations but ''we the peoples"
which it represents, who must work to ensure that
multilateral cooperation is for peace as well as for
development. Childers criticizes ''the capture of the
United Nations" for the highly material goals of the
"New World Order". He points to the costs of the war
not only in lives and in the destruction or a country's
infrastructure and the global environment but also in the
waste of much needed financial resources: at least ten
years of the budgets of the entire United Nations system.
f any of us needed proof that
our work in development cannot be cosily insulated from
something called "politics", we
have the proofs in the Gulf War.
The corollary which I propose to
address here is that, although the
Gulf War had unique and not entirely repeatable factors , it also
surely proved that if we continue
to neglect our only universal institution of co-operation for peace
as well as development - the
United Nations - we will be
responsible for
its further
deliberate mis-use by great
powers for apocalyptic devastation, which is the ultimate negation of development.

I

A people's defence
The United Nations of " we,
the peoples" is going to need the
peoples' defence, or it will go into
a terminal decline. In the West,
many citizens were tricked into
actually thinking that the UN undertook the Gulf War. Among the
vast majority of humanity there is
only disgust that it could be so
cynically hijacked, the Charter

distorted and manipulated, the integrity and repute of the UN besmirched, in nothing less than a
high-technology massacre. I use
that descriptor because a socalled "war" in which some
100,000 soldiers and 20,000
civilians are killed and the entire
civilian and development infrastructure
of
a
country
destroyed on one side, and less
than 150 military arc killed on the
other, was not a war at all but a
vicious, deliberately pursued
massacre.
The capture of the United Nations for the highly material goals
of the "New World Order" in the
Gulf was probably the single most
sinister development in the UN's
history, because it combined in a
physically lethal and morally corrupting new form of power three
sets of deliberate actions.
There was, fust, the indisputable fact th~ under the Charter
Iraq had committed an act of outright aggression. which had to be
suppressed.
Ironically,
the
genuine unity of the world's
response to that act gave the Gulf
war powers the scenery for the
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theatre which they then conducted
while they assembled their forces.
The Security Council unanimously
called
for
Iraq's
withdrawal and, in a significant
acknowledgement that Iraq did
have legitimate grievances, it
called for the two countries immediately to begin to negotiate their
disputes. It is, however, now
abundantly clear that the "New
World Order" had no intention of
anything but the destruction of the
military capacity of Iraq.
Within twenty four hours King
Hussein of Jordan had secured
Saddam Hussein's agreement to
withdraw and negotiate, and in
fact Iraq did withdraw a brigade
as a gesture, but King Hussein's
mediation
was
promptly
sabotaged on orders from
Washington. Now convinced that
the powers intended war, Iraq
made the fatal mistake of deciding
that while preparing for that attack it might as well actually
annex the territory that Iraqis
have claimed for seventy years,
long before Saddam Hussein was
born.
The UN again rightly moved
to impose sanctions, and again because this did indeed look like the
UN Charter being properly used,
the world as a whole approved.

"Hijacking" the UN
It was at this point, however,
that those of us closely following
what was happening noticed the
first clear evidence of a planned
hijacking. In Chapter VII of the
Charter there is an explicit Article
(41) which provides for sanctions
by the Security Council. Yet the
sanctions resolution put forward
by the powers did not refer to

Article 41 at all. Exten to refer back to the
actly why will become
sanctions article to
clear in a moment.
prevent any rush into
The
charade
force without exhaustproceeded. Every furing every possible
ther
attempt
to
measure short of it.
mediate, by a whole
Tbe
sanctions
list of Heads of State
were working. A
and Government, was
series of expert soursystematically
igces, including the CIA
nored and sabotaged
itself,
had
just
by Washington and
provided data that
London, while the war
Iraq's
industrial
forces were deployed
production was atand made ready under lliil•iiiWiii·~~~~~liil-l!!ll!l!!liiiJIIIII~ ready down an entire
a plan of operations Bush, lhe man behind the hijacking of the UN.
60 percent and its imwhich
General
ports and exports cut to
Schwartzkopf let slip on 27
the coalition's forces would be
about S percent. Now however,
March he had begun planning in
fully in place. President Bush told
that careful avoidance of men1989. An indeed detestable Iraqi
Israeli Prime Minister Shamir in
tioning Article 41 in the sanctions
dictatorship which had been
early December that there would
resolution was brought into play:
armed, financed and in other ways
be no negotiation: that they would
the war powers drove through the
supported by the same powers
destroy Iraq militarily; Bush
force- authorizing resolution not
while they were trying to destroy
wrote his war speech at
even referring to the existence,
Christmas.
leave alone having debated the
the Iranian revolution was overnight demolished by an orThe final manipulation of the
impact of the sanctions.
chestrated
campaign
of
UN Charter for the war was crysBut this was still not enough.
demagoguery.
tal- clear in the resolution
Now, they wanted the moral
Double standards now ran riot.
authorizing force. The Article of
mantle of the United Nations for
Western governments that had althe Charter provading for the
their war, but not its legal procelowed Israel to commit aggresSecurity Council to move to force
dures for using armed force. This
sion after aggression all over the
- Article 42 - was very carefully
was tricky because Chapter VII
Middle East, annexation after andrafted by the founders to prevent
states that in a dispute of which
nexation, massacres and docuany group of governments from
the Security Council is seized it
mented
violations
of the
playing fast and loose with the
must be the Council itself that
Nuremberg Laws, the Geneva and
UN for their own aims. The
decides
to use force (Article 44);
Human Rights Conventions, and
founders wanted to ensure that
that
plans
what force, where, and
had aJlowed Israel to develop over
sanctions, combined with conhow
much
(Article 46); and that
one hundred advanced nuclear as
tinued energetic diplomacy were
directs
such
use of force (Article
well as chemical and other mass
completely e~hausted - and seen
47).
The
western
powers had
destruction
weapons,
now
by the world to have been exmanipulated
very
well
so far, but
depicted Iraq as the only rogue
hausted - before United Nations
they
were
not
going
to
risk their
state in the region with or soon to
force should ever be used. Article
war on Iraq having to be agreed to
have such weapons. One of the
42 therefore explicitly states that
by the Council, leave alone
UN's most precious assets- interthe Council may take military acdirected by it. So, very carefully,
national confidence in its evention "should (it) consider that"
their
November
resolution
handedness - was dangerously
sanctions "provided for in Article
of
force ..by
authorized
the
use
eroded.
41 would be inadequate or have
Member
States
cooperating
with
In November there came the
proved to be inadequate". Thus,
the
State
of
Kuwait";
it
said
nothnext important move, the Security
the Council is supposed to asing about the Council making any
Council resolution authorizing
semble expert data on the impact
decision
after January lSth; and
use of force if Iraq had not vacated
of sanctions and thoroughly
it,
too
did
not even refer to any
Kuwait by January 15th. They
debate and agree on whether they
Article
in
Chapter
VII - it simply
said this was to offer Iraq the maxare proving inadequate before any
said
the
decision
was
"under" that
imum reasonable time. January
move to force. The force authorizChapter.
ISth was in fact the date by which
ing article was deliberately writAliran MonlhlJ 1992:12 (10) Page 31

UN Security Council: All attempts to mediate before the Gulf tragedy w.e

eyatematically aabotaged by Washington and London.

The national analogue would
be that a government responsible
under a Constitution containing
explicit articles stipulating how,
after what measures, it may take a
country to war, simply authorizes
itself a blank cheque for war and
says thls is "under the Constitution".
There is one immediate conclusion from this. We must have a
Secretary-General courageous
enough to act as guardian of the
Charter, and of peace and
development on our behalf. and
prepared to alert the world to any
attempt at such blatant trickery.
This we did not have. and the
powers got away with it. And so,
as they used their highly refined
instruments of mass evisceration
(the cluster bombs) and of mass
suffocation and incineration (the
napalm and fuel-air bombs) they
claimed that all this- and the nearly apocalyptic destruction in Iraq
itself- was "under the United Nations" and "with the support of
the whole international community." And they are still saying

so.

The powers that be
In the question which this
reconstruction by now shouts for
answer, we come to the second

instrument used. How were the
powers able to ram through such
resolutions? How was the United
Nations so abused with so little
resistance from its other membergovernments? The answer makes
all the connections between
developmet, economic power and
peace with justice.
Some regjmes represented at
the time in the Security Council
were already on western payrolls.
The participation or silence of
some impoverished governments
was bought by such miraculously
coincidental moves as the forgiv-

ing of billions of dollars of debts
or moving billions of petro-dollars into their treasuries. Less pliable governments were bluntly
threatened with stoppage of all
debt relief or development aid if
they did not keep quiet. Governments put on the "hit list" for not
being silent enough are still coming under punishment through
cuts in development assistance Tunisia only the other day.
Much of the world was in effect re-colomzed economically in
the preparations for the destruction of Iraq. The long-building
consequences to development of
bowing to the same powers when
they refused to discuss a new
economic order, saying that it
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smacked of the Nazi era. are now
abundantly clear as they proclaim
their "New World Order" without
apparently any such difficulty
over the word.
The third instrument used was
of course.the conversion of much
of the celebrated free AngloSaxon press into a daily briefing
outlet for the Riyadh war room.
Here too we had a high-technology innovation: the satellite
television system was literally
plugged into the cameras
mounted on the bombs and missiles. making aU the world's
television viewers the players in a
sort of obscene video arcade, the
very visuals sanitizing what was
happening to the human beings
and their development infrastructure underneath those computerlike pictures. To this day the war
powers are in standing violation
of Articles 15 and 16 of the First
Geneva Convention. which requires them to record and account
publicly for the dead and maimed
Iraqi troops. The tens of
thousands killed in a desert made
into a charnel house have simply
been bulldozed under the sands.
This is only the clinical story
of manipulation of our United Nations. In their every behaviour
while claiming its moral and legal
endorsement the powers have
soiled the UN again and again.
The Charter breathes in its
every clause that the UN should
save people from the scourge of
war. In the United Nations ethos
if, after all measures short of it
have been truly exhausted, force
must be used it shall be used in
sorrow, not bullying exultation (I
quote Mr Bush, "What we say
goes!"); not claiming that the
United Nations has authorized
them to "kick ass". They could not
even spare our United Nations
their macho vulgarities of
violence.
The death of one civilian
woman or child or elderly man
under genuine UN force must be

across the planet; because
_.-,-_,.,..., we now know that the very
impoverishment of Third
World countries under the
economic system controlled by these same powers
can he used hy them brutally to buy and bully
governments into acquiescence in the high- technology devastation of a Third
World country whose
regime they were only
yesterday anning. Nor can
we trust the leaders of this
"New World Order" even
now to stop trading in
death.
They have arranged
Uh~lf of Allied combat piMM: The •'-;gering number of w. dead points to a planned
mu•acre.
.
for the forcible disarming
of Iraq, but the rurtber arming of Israel, and sales,
an unmitigated tragedy: not sneerecological nightmare of which
by the U nited States alone- not to
ingly dismissed as "collateral
they had full warning. They have
damage". Nothing in the Charter
speak of the others - of new
consumed in a totally unnecessary
weaponry into the Middle East
allows the UN to be used to
war at least ten years of the
worth 18 billion dollars just for
destroy the entire modern civilian
budgets of the entire United Nathis year.
foundations of a country; to incite
tions system for all its enLet us resolve that we will not
citizens to revolt and then leave
deavours;
for
peace,
for
allow this new imperialism to take
them helpless; to talk of "punishdevelopment, for human rights.
control of a world only so recently
ing" and "taking out" a country's
They are now complaining bedecolonized with such struggle
military capacity or regime. The
cause the UN is not moving fast
and
effort by so many of our
death under UN force of every
enough to pick up the pieces of the
sisters
and brothers and before
human being in military uniform
ghastly tragedy into which , not
they
have
even recovered from
calls for compassion, not calling
for the first time, they urged the
those nightmare centuries; a
them "cockroaches" and describKurds. Yet the leading governworld only beginning to find its
ing their massacre while neeing
ment of this hideous, dangerous
full humanity; a world of ordinary
as a "turkey shoot".
"New World Order" is this day in
people who have had enough of
Finally, if ever the United Naillegal membership arrears of
all kinds of domination, of dictions does genuinely have to use
half a billion dollars to the United
tators whether near or from afar.
armed force, there can be no "vicNations that it has so wantonly
In the wake of an apocalyptic
tory". When they have their exulabused- by cruel coincidence. exwar neither "just" nor necessary,
tant parade of male machismo
actly the annual budget of the
let us decide now, and say conNew
York
and
through
United Nations High Commission
tinuously until they are deafened,
Washington in June, I hope the
for Refugees.
no more tricks with what is our
Secretary-General will demand
"We the peoples"
United Nations. not theirs; no
that there be no United Nation
more
double standards; never
nags. He should halt UN work in
So, there it is. Now let us pick
mourning for all the dead and all
again. •
up the pieces. Let us begin really
the devastation. I wish that we
to care for our United Nations,
Erskine B . Childers is Senior Concould organize a world-wide
make sure that it now becomes the
sultant
to the UN. This article is
minute of silence as they march
guarded institution of "we the
based
on
his speech delivered at
and scream their victory gloatpeoples"; make it work better,
the
SID
20th
World Conference
ings. for they need to be made
with better leadership free of
held
May
6-9,
1991, Amsterdam.
ashamed.
gender discrimination. We have.
Source:
De~elopmenll991
:314 •
Finally, there are costs beyond
too, even more urgent reason for
Journal
of
SID.
the death and devastation, and the
all our development partnerships
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ECONOMICS

HEALTHY RESULTS
Measurement of the
health-care industry's
output is rudimentary.
As spending on health
rises, it will become
increasingly important.

Iorence Nightingale was not
just a nurse with a lamp.
Over a century ago, she
called for records of what happened to patients in hospital,
divided into three simple
categories: dead, relieved and unrelieved. Yct today even basic information like this remains
patchy. As for assessments of
what treatments cost, they arc as
rare as penniless doctors. The
health-care business h:lppily
dishes out drugs, and treats
patients, with less hard economic
data than a flower-seller.
This behaviour will have to
change, if only because of the inexorable growth of health-care
spending. In 1990 it accounted for

F

over 12% of America's GNP. The
equivalent figure
in most
European countries is 7 .9%.
Everywhere, even in free-market
America, the main providers of
these huge wads of cash are
governments - that is, taxpayers.
As health care squeezes out competing claims on public budgets,
demands for more information
about its benefits and costs will
grow.
Health economists, especially
in America, have done plenty of
work on "health outputs", though
much of it has yet to percolate
through to the medical profession.
Take the work of John Wennberg,
of Dartmouth College's Medical
School, on prostatectomy, an
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operation used to cut out an enlarged prostate gland. By correlating government health and
pension records he found that the
operation produced more medical
complications than doctors had
assumed, and added little to life
expecbncy. Similarly, the Rand
Corporation of Santa Monica concluded that a third of carotid endarterectomies (which unclog
neck arteries to reduce the risk of
stroke) were inappropriate; and
that only half of heart bypass
operations did any good.
Those who foot health-care
bills are keen on such research
because 1t might help eliminate
unnecess~lty
treatment
America's
federal
health

programmes now require consistent hospibl- discharge reports
from which a dab base is being
built up. Private insurers are supporting similar work on output
measures by Paul Ell wood of
InterStudy, a health consulbncy
in Minneapolis. The federal
government's budget for work on
medical effectiveness and the
development of guidelines for
clinical practice has risen from
$2m in 1988 to $30m last year.
The biggest.challenge is torelate output measures to costs.
Alan Maynard and others at
Britain's York University have
come up with the concept of
quality-adjusted life years, or
QALYS. These start with the
extra years of life that a medical
procedure offers, and combine
this with a matrix devised in the
1970s that has eight categories of
disability and four of distress. For
a sample of patients with the same
condition and treatment, each
category gets a mark between
zero and one (detennined by the
doctor, normally after consulting
the patient). Thus ability to walk
rates higher than using a wheelchair; needing help to eat, bathe or
dress scores lower than doing
them unaided; being happy and fit
beats being depressed or in pain.
The scores are then used to compute QAL YS gained for particular
treatments and patient groups.
The estimates are inevitably
rough, though the methodology is
continuously being refined. (As
befits these integr.ltionist times,
there is now even a Euro-QALY .)
Computers are making it aJI much
easier. Even so. there is enough
material for a lively debate. The
chart, drawn from a recent article
by Mr Maynard, compares the
costs per QAL Y of a selection of
different procedures. It produces
some clear rankings. Taxpayers
get much better value for money
from a preventive campaign to
reduce the risk of stroke than from
heart
transplants.
Kidney

Cancer patient on a rwpirator.

transplants are a better bet than
renal dialysis.
Many doctors find such thinking outrageous. They cite the Hippocratic oath that obliges them to
give their patients the best treatment they can - no ifs, ands or
buts. They hate to talk about
cash, and find cost-benefit
analysis insulting. Most also
regard the idea of choosing between treatments or - even more
invidiously- between patients on
the basis of costs per QAL Y (or
similar measures) as unaccepbble
rationing.
Nothing evokes hysteria as
quickly as ulk of rationing health
care. It is at the root of
Americans' fear of "socialised
medicine" in the guise of Britain's
National Health Service (NHS).
Yet when bills are met by third
parties (whether governments or
insurance
companies),
and
patients do not have to bear the
costs of their own treatment, some
sort of rationing is simply unavoidable. In Britain it takes the
form of waiting lists, or the relucunce of the NHS to offer cosmetic surgery or infertility
treatment. Canada's provincial
health plans often refuse to pay
for the latest technology. And in
America it shows up in the 35m
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people who have no health insurance, public or private.
It is surely more sensible to
decide on these matters explicitly
and using some factual basis - if
only because there can then be
infonned public debate about
them.
Consider
America's
Medicaid, the.state/federal health
programme for poor families that,
thanks to a shortage of cash, currently reaches only 40% of them.
The state of Oregon wants to raise
that to 100% by ranking treatments according to their cost-effectiveness - and not paying for
those at the bottom of the list. The
Australian government has a
similar idea for new drugs: it
plans to decide whether to pay for
them out of public budgets only
after assessing their cost-effectiveness
against
competing
therapies.
So far such thinking has been
at the ma~ro level: rule out certain
treatments or certain groups. But
the logic of QAL YS can be extended to choosing which patients
to treat. Already, most NHS
authorities quietly refuse to give
renal dialysis to patients over the
age of 55. Such choices pose formidable ethical questions. But
that is no reason not to gather the
necessary data and discuss how
best to use them.
Health care badly needs
measures of output and costs because it is expensive. But other
public services could use similar
guides to resource allocation.
Decisions on care for the mentally
sick, for insunce, could be informed by some kind of QALY
measure that captured the relative
benefits and costs of community
and institutional care. Edu~ation,
too: output measures could guide
the choice between spending on
primary schools or on universities.
Florence NJghtingalc
would have approved. •

Source: The Economist, October
26th 1991.
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taken to restructure the economy
as well as curb ethnic discrimination in the private sector. While
ALIRAN is wholehearted in its
support towards ending any form
of ethnic discrimination in the
public sector, we feel that the
private sector has an everi more
important role to play in ending
ethnic discrimination otherwise it
would not make sense to end one
source of ethnic discrimination
while in other areas discrimination continues unchecked.
In the long run it would be
worthwhile for the government to
eater and plan for all who are
economically or socially disadvantaged regardless of their ethnic origins.
Dr AriffUI Omar

President

•UNITY

14 November 1992

CURRENT
CONCERNS
ACT AGAINST THE
CORRUPT
ALIRAN welcomes the statement by the Chief Secretary to the
Government Tan Sri Ahmad Sarji
to act against those who are corrupt. It is sad to note that certain
Government officers have been
reticent to take action against corrupt staff members. Such an attitude will undermine the public's
confidence in the Civil Service and
also in the Government
As such ALIRAN hopes that a
more serious effort will be made to
curb corruption within the Civil
Service. To ensure that effective
action can be taken, it is imperative to make the Anti- Corruption
Agency an independent body
headed by an individual who is
honest and incapable of being
politically intimidated.
.
Similarly, it is also hoped that
the Government itself will be
serious in its undertaking to
stamp out corruption. Pious exhortation and beautiful speeches
against corruption is not the

answer. Only firm and unbiased
actions against those involved in
corruption will be the answer.
Dr AriffUI Omar

President
13 November 1992

DR MAHATHIR'S
SPEECH
ALIRAN lauds the remarks
made by the Prime Minister
Datuk
Seri Dr Mahathir
Mohamad in his call to the Malays
to stand on their own feet and face
challenges as well as compete
with others. In a multi-ethnic nation like Malaysia it should be obvious that special privileges and
rights should not carry on indefinitely as it will be seen as an
act of ethnic discrimination
towards other non-indigenous
citizens ofMalaysia.
While
we
support Dr
Mahathir's call to the Bumiputras
to stand on their own feet and do
with less government support,
ALIRAN feels that steps must be
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The PM calls tor Bumiputeras to stand
on their own teet.

However, the review process contains none of the due process
rights that a defendant would have
in a court proceeding. Approximately 1,200 drug suspects
tions of such abuses were made in
were in detention under this
statute at the end of 1990.
1991. Malaysian criminal law
There have been some cases of
prescribes whipping as an addisuspected narcotics traffickers
tional punishment to imprisonment for those convicted of
and firearms offenders being rearrested under the preventive
narcotics possession. Judges
routinely include whipping in
measures
clauses
of
the
sentencing those convicted of
Dangerous Drugs Act and Internal Security Act after an acquittal
such crimes as kidnapping, rape,
and robbery. The whipping,
in court on formal charges under
which is normally carried out with
separate provisions of those acts.
The Government generally
a one-half inch thick wooden
cane, commonly causes welts and
docs not publish statistics or make
available authoritive information
scarring.
on the number of ISA detainees.
• Arbitrary Arrest,
On 23 January, however, the
Detention, or Exile
Deputy Home Affairs Minister
Three laws permit the Governreported to Parliament that there
ment to detain suspects without
were 142 detainees at the end of
judicial review or filing formal
1990. While the Deputy Minister
charges: the 1960 Internal
did not provide details on these
Security Act (IS A), the Emergendetentions, the figure represented
cy (Essential Powers) Ordinance
a slight decrease from the 155
of 1969, and the Dangerous Drugs
detainees he acknowledged in a
Act 1985. Long-term detentions
similar parliamentary session in
without trial continue to be used
early December 1990. The
by the Government in cases alDeputy Minister categorized the
leged to involve nationdetainees as follows:
al security, as well as in
117 alleged former
narcotics
trafficking
members of the Comand other cases.
munist Party of Malaya
According to the
(CPM)
undergoing
Government, the goal of
"rehabilitation;"
8
the ISA is to control in- ~-:::......,...,_..,.
suspected forgers; 7
ternal subversion. This
held for espionage: 5
act empowers the police
religious extremists; 4
to hold any person who
detainees from the East
may act "in a manner
Malaysian State of
prejudicial
to
the
Sabah; and 1 suspected
Security of Malaysia"
_,._ arsonist.
Assuming
for up to 60 days.
'
these figures were acSecurity
authorities
... • curate
when
ansometimes wait several
n
o
u
n
c
e
d
,
A robust economy has reduced ethnic tensions somewhat.
days after a detention
approximately
20
before informing the
religious extremists would have
suspected members of organized
detainee's family. The Minister of
been released in late 1990 or early
crime gangs or secret societies.
Home Affairs may authorize, in
1991, while an additional number
Suspects may be held without
writing, further detention for
of
former Communists were
charge for successive two-year inperiods up to two years. Even
detained for "rehabilitation." The
tervals, with periodic review by
when there are no formal charges,
Government has issued no
an advisory board, whose opinion
the authorities must inform
general definition of what conis binding on the Home Minister.

... continued from back
page EMERGENCY
RULE IN MALAYSIA

detainees of the accusations
against them aml pennit them to
appeal to an advisory board for
review every six months. Advisory board decisions and recommendations, however, are not
binding on the Home Minister, are
not made public, and are often not
shown to the detainee. A number
of JSA detainees have refused to
participate in the review process
under these circumstances.
The Emergency (Essential
Powers) Ordinance was instituted
after intercommunal riots in 1969.
Although Parliament regained its
legislative power in 1971, the
state of emergency declared at the
time of the riots has never been
lifted. According to the police,
189 persons were in detention
under the Emergency Ordinance
at the end of 1990; statistics for
1991 are not available.
The 1990 total represented a
decrease from previous years,
since drug suspects are now
detained under the Dangerous
Drugs Act, which gives the
Government specific power to
detain suspected drug traffickers.
Many of these detainees are
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stitutes religious extremism, but
in this use it is generally accepted
that the 5 are persons, largely
from the opposition Islamic Party,
who were detained in 1988 for
suspicion of involvement in
politically motivated cases of
arson. The 117 alleged former
members of the CPM, which led
an insurgency active from the late
1940s until it ebbed into insignificance during the 1980s, are
entitled to return to ' Malaysia
under a 1989 peace agreement.
According to the Government,

however, the agreement stipulates
that they satisfy certain conditions, including taking a loyalty
oath "to King and country" and
renouncing the CPM in writing. In
1990 and 1991, approximately
421 former CPM members applied for return to Malaysia under
the agreement. An unknown number of these turned themselves
over to Mal:.lysian security
authorities for "rehabilitation." A
credible report indicates that this
"rehabilitation" consists of detention without trial under the ISA at

QUINTANNIVERSARY
The economy bobbing on a sea of tranguility

Buoyed up by cries of political subility
No more issues to whip up the waves?
All too quiet on the NGO enclaves.
Headlong rush to industrialize
Developed Nation status to realize
On the fastest growth rate it is attainable
If the technological model is sustainable.
Wealth trickling down
The poor c:atching up
Life-styles a'changing
System succeeding!
We were always right in fact
To internally secure the act
You were wrong to dissent and oppose
So say the long gras opers.
Industrial development spe:uheaded
Income generation for the poor needed
Industries' taxes to share buying allocated
Who among the poor has benefited?
Rapidly rising economy
More in circulation is money
Corruption's now the topbrass' hegemony
ACA's efforts haven't arrested the acrimony.
For the once shabbily dressed NGOs
A reeducation
Our rainforests are in no danger
Of depletion
Yet Products labelled Tropical Timber
Calls for retaliation.

the Kamunting Detention Centre
in Perak State. The figures for ISA
detentions provided by the
Government in January appear to
support this conclusion. In addition, at least 13 additional former
CPM members, who returned to
Malaysia from Thailand under the
accord during August, were arrested by police in September
under the ISA for failing to make
the loyalty pledge and written
renunciation of the CPM. The
Government subsequently anno unced that all 13 had met the

Half a hectare of rainforest
Hacked away, logged and gone
Before you can say Ozone
Number ten in contribution
To that global devastation
What a 2020 Vision!
Glenmarie Golf Cou~e
Was once Glcnmarie estate
"We green the Earth
We plant trees"
A billboard for our visitors.
Peninsular-wide failure to power
T'was indeed a national disaster
Never before an event of this kind
The golfers their balls couldn't find.
Six million vehicles on the tar
On the drawing board a second car
Plus or minus the highway
Five hundred road accidents a day
By and by the motorway
Shunned by motorists anyway
Tollophobia keeping them away.
Issues rise and issues fall
Like the waves in the sea
The currents under the water
We must dive deep to see
Malaysians have a short-lived memory
The tall gmss has grown this quintanniversary
Let us remember those still not free.

David Anthony
PETAUNG JAYA
(This poem is written In temembronce of ltwt
5th AnnlvefSOty of Operation LallangJ
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requisite conditions and had been
released. A CPM spokesman in
Thailand criticized the Government for insisting on these conditions, arguing that the agreement
neither requires former CPM
members to sign such statements
nor to undergo rehabilitation. The
Government did not respond to
these charges.
During 1991 three additional
Malaysians from the east
Malaysian State of Sabah, including the brother of the Chief Minister, were detained under the ISA.
Two persons detained in January
were held under Section 73 (1) of
the ISA, which permits police to
detain people for up to 60 days.
One was released in March upon
expiration of the initial order; a
two-year detention order under
Section 8 of the Act (which requires the approval of the Home
Minister) was not sought in his
case. The other person remains in
detention after a two-year order
was signed in March. The Chief
Minister's brother was detained in
May for alleged involvement in a
"secessionist plot." A two-year
detention order was signed in
July, and he remains in detention.
In 1988 and 1989, Parliament
amended the ISA, as well as the
other Acts authorizing preventive
detention, to place severe limitations on judicial review of detentions. The Government argued
that the amendments were necessary to prevent the courts from
usurping the authority of the Executive Branch in making
decisions on national security
matters. Opposition leaders and
the Bar Council publicly
protested these amendments as a
negation of recognized due
process and accused the Government of using the concept of "national security" too broadly.

. Denial of Fair Public
Trial
The right to a fair trial is
restricted in criminal cases where

the Essential (Security Cases)
Regulations of 1975 are invoked
by the Attorney General. These
regulations governing trial procedure normally apply only in
firearms cases. In cases tried
under these regulations, the standards for accepting self-incriminating statements by defendants as
evidence are less stringent than in
normal criminal cases. Also, the
authorities may hold the accused
for unspecified periods of time
before formal charges are made.
The Attorney General also has the
authority to invoke these regulations in other criminal cases if the
Government determines the crime
to involve national security considerations, but such cases arc
rare.
Ordinary civil and criminal
cases are tried under a fair and
open judicial system derived from
the British model. The accused
must be brought before a judge
within 24 hours of arrest, and
charges must be levied within 14
days. Defendants have the right to
counsel, bail is available, and
strict rules of evidence apply in
court. Defendants may appeal
court decisions to higher courts
and, in criminal cases. may also
appeal for clemency to the King
or local state rulers as appropriate.
Criminal trials are heard by a
single judge without a jury, except in murder trials where juries
are the norm. The defence in both
ordinary criminal cases and the
special security cases described
above is not entitled to a statement
of evidence prior to the trial.
The public and the legal community has long regarded the
Malaysian judiciary as committed
to the rule of law. The judicial
system traditionally exhibited a
high degree of independence, seldom hesitating to rule against the
Government in criminal, civil or
occasionally even politically sensitive cases. For example, the
High Court ruled in February
1988 that the dominant party in
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the Government coalition was illegally constituted. However, the
Government's dismissal of the
Supreme Court Lord President
and two other justices in 1988,
along with a constitutional
amendment
and
legislation
restricting
judicial
review,
resulted in less judicial independence and stronger executive
influence over the judiciary.
These developments create the
possibility of a chilling effect on
the courts, the Bar and private
citizens who might otherwise
seek legal remedies against
government actions. The 1988
changes have also resulted in less
willingness by the courts to challenge the Government's legal interpretations
in
politically
sensitive cases.
The Government announced
late in the year that it was studying
proposals to give it greater control
over the Malaysian Bar Council,
which has been critical of some
Government policies. The strong
tone of government statements
raised concerns among local and
international observers that the
Bar Council's freedom of expression and independence were
being threatened.

· Arbitrary
Interference with
Privacy, Family,
Home or
Correspondence
These rights are normally
respected and protected by law,
but provisions in the security
legislation described above allow
the police to enter and search
without a warrant the homes of
persons suspected of threatening
national security and to confiscate
evidence. Under these acts. police
have searched homes and offices,
seized books and papers,
monitored · conversations, and
taken people into custody without
a warrant. •!•

HUMAN RIGHTS

EMERGENCY RULE
IN MALAYSIA
Malaysia has been very
critical about human
rights violations in other
countries. But do we
respect human rights in
our own back- yard? We
reproduce in three parts
the Country Report on
Human Rights Practices
for 1991 (Malaysia)
prepared by the US
Department of State
which was submitted to
the Committee of Foreign
Affairs of the US House of
Representatives and the
Committee on Foreign
Relations of the US Senate.

alaysia is a federation of
13 states with a parliamentary system of
government based on periodic
multiparty elections. The ruling
National Front has held power
since 1957. Opposition parties actively contested these elections
and currently control two stale
governments.
The Government justifies internal security laws allowing
preventive detention (and arrests
under such laws) by citing a Communist insurgency which raged
between the 1940s and 1960s as
well as longstanding ·ethnic tensions and endemic narcotics trafficking problems. However, it
applies these laws very broadly

M

The PM holds the Home Atfaira
portfor1io.

and admits that it uses them to
detain persons when available
evidence is insufficient to bring
formal charges under the criminal
code. The Royal Malaysian Police
is the lead agency for internal
security matters and reports ultimately to the Minister of Home
Affairs. Currently, Prime Minister Mahathir also holds the Home
Affairs portfolio. Although in the
past there have been credible
reports of mistreatment of
prisoners and detainees by the
police and prison officials, there
were no such reports in 1991.
A free market economy, abun:
dant natural resources, and a relatively small population have
helped Malaysia become one of
the developing world 's most
prosperous countries. Strong
economic performance since
1988 has resulted in reduced
poverty, a rising standard of
living, and more equal income
distribution. thus lessening political tensions between the races.

Malaysia's human rights
record was mixed during 1991,
although there were some positive
developments, such as the
registration of a human rights
society. Detention without trial,
limitations on judicial independence, and restrictions on
freedom of association and the
press continued to be the principal
human rights problems in
Malaysia. Detention of three
political critics under the Internal
Security Act (ISA) undercut an
otherwise improved human rights
record in 199 l.

RESPECT FOR
HUMAN RIGHTS
Section 1 Respect for the Integrity of the Person, Including
Freedom from:
o

Political and Other
Extrajudicial Killing

There were no reports of
political or other extrajudicial
killings by the Government or by
any other political organization.
o

Disappearance

There were no reports of disappearance attributable to the
Government or to opposition forces.
o

Torture and Other
Cruel, Inhuman, or
Degrading Treatment
or Punishment

In the recent past, there have
been allegations of cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or
punishment, but no new allega-

... continued on page 37
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